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ABSTRACÎ

The system of geographically defined military
departments set the parameters for both the planning and

the implementation of Confederate strategy during the

American Civil War. This thesis shows how specific
changes in the departmental organization interacted with
the changes in Southern strategy in the West.

First, the growth of the departmental system is
chronologically outlined and discussed in terms of the

various factors whích infruenced its development. second,

the probrems in the evorving departmentar structure are

examined; these prinarily were rooted in the inherent
tensions between regionally based departments and the need

for greater unity of command. Within this context,
Jefferson Davis is evaruated in his rore as commander-in-

chief of the confederate army. Finarly the departmental-

system is considered regarding its contribution towards

the final Confederate defeat in the !itest..
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CHAPTER T

INTRODUCTION

This thesis proposes to examine the deveropment of
the departmentar syst,em of military administrat,ion in the
western confederate states of America during the course of
the civil war. vthatever may have been the strategies
implemented by the south in its struggle for secession, it
can be argued that it was the departmental system through

which these plans !ìrere or ü/ere not carried out. An

evaLuation of this system must be made to be able to
understand the context of the southern r^rar effort. The

departmental system in the lrlest provides the focus for
this assessment.l rt T¡ras here that the Rebels suffered,
their worst defeats and the departmental system was put to
its most severe test.

rn 1-861 the years of sectionar antagonism between the
North and the south came to a head with the creation of a

separate southern state. with the outbreak of war in
April of this year, the newry formed confederate states of
America was faced with what wourd be its paramount problem

lThe Vlest of the Civil War period was the region
between the Appalachians and the Mississippi. The region onthe far side of the Mississippi, which we today wourd callthe Vùest, !ìras known as the Trans-Mississippi.



throughout its brief four years of existence, namely to
maintain an effective milítary strategy for survival.

The answer to this problem appeared to be simple on

the surface. The south did not seek to acquire control
over ner^r territories, nor did it need to win the !ì/ar by

conquest of the North. rt only asked t,o be left arone and

be allowed to pursue its own independent role as a

separate nation-state. Towards this goal, all that hras

thought to be required was to impress upon the Northern

government and people the futility of a forced reunion.

rndeed, in the days before the outbreak of actual fighting
many secessionists berieved that there would be no vrar at
aI1. The NorÈh was considered to have no desire to
undertake the expenditure of the blood and gold necessary

to bring the South back into the Union. After the
beginning of the conflict the v/ar hras predicted to be of
short duration. once the south's determination to defend

their home hras rearized by the North, the hrar would be

r¡/on. Even when the realizatíon that the hrar wourd be

drawn out and the North indeed hras prepared to engage in a

long expensive st,ruggle the basic underlying strategy of
the confederates did not change. The strategy adopted by

the Rebels rriras defensive in orientation; confederate

armies would wait for union forces to come to them and



then seek to concentrate and turn back the attackers.2
This strategy, termed the offensive-defensive, sought

to bring about a battle of annihilation that would destroy
the enemy army. The reading rniritary theoretician of the
period, Baron Henri de Jomini, emphasized that such a

battle of annihilation T¡ras an ideal that strategic
pranners should strive towards. He cited Napoleon as the
leading practitioner of such a strat,egy, the Naporeonic

victories of Austerli-tz and Marengo being two good

examples of such an engagement. Jomini, hohrever, arso

allowed that such a Napoleonic battle night not always be

possible. Therefore, he also advocated a second, albeit
less desireable, form of strategy, that of a T¡rar of
exhaustion. By this he meant a hrar that sought to destroy
the enemy's ability to wage rá/ar by the occupation of
territory, thus depriving an opposing army of íts means of
existence.3 Although the degree to which Jomini r¡ras

actually read by civil Iüar leaders is a matter of some

contention, he nevertheless provides an excerlent model

2Frank E. vandiver, Reber Brass: The confederate
command system (Baton Rouge, L9s6) | pp. J,6-17; Frank E.vandiver, ItJefferson Davis and conrêaerate strategyr,
Bernard Mayo (ed. ) , The Arnerícan Tragedy: The civil lrlai inRetrospect (Hanpton-Sydney, Va., L9S9) | pp. 2O-2L.

3Archer Jones, rrJornini and the Strategy of the
American civil lvar, A Reinterpretatiohr,, t'lititary arfairs,vor- xxxrv, No. 4 (l-970), pp. L27-LzBi Herman Hattaway andArcher Jones, How the North liton, A Milítary History oi theCivil !{ar (Urbana, I11., 1983), pp. Zt4+.



for understanding the strategic thinking of the period.a

By effecting a dispersal of rnilitary strength the strategy
of exhaustion by the North could be prevented as arl-

territory vitar to the confederate hrar effort would be

defended. Should the opportunity f or a battl_e of
annihilation arise the concentrati-on of various armi_es

could serve to provide the necessary troops to decisj_veIy

strike down an invading Northern army.

This system of counteroffensives against Union

invasionary moves could not, of course, exist in a vacuum.

A method of exercising contror over the various defensive

forces, and the abirity to use these forces to imprement a

specífic strategic policy, was estabrished from the start.
Throughout l-861r âs the war slowry grehr j-n magnitude, the
entire south hras graduarly dívided up into various
military departments. These departments hrere to be the

aFor a series of views on the irnportance of Jomini incivil war strategy see Davíd Donald, Lincol-n Reconsidered
(New York I L956) , pp. g2-1,O2; Vandiver, "Jefferson Davis
and Confederate Strategytt, pp. 1,9-32i T. Harry Wi1liams,rrThe Military Leadership North and southt, oãvid Donald
(ed. ) , $fhy the North lrfon the Civi1 War (Baton Rouge,
1960) | pp. 23-47; Jones, ItJomini and the Strategy of tne
American Civil War: A Reinterpretátion'r, pp. -L27-L3L¡
Thomas L. connerry and Archer Jones, The poritics oicommand: Factions and rdeas in confederate strategy(Baton Rouge | L973) | pp. 3-30; Joseph L. Harsh,rrBattlesword and Rapier: clausewitz, Jomini and the
American civil Ï{artr, Miritary Affairs, voI. xxxvrrr, No. 4
(1,974) | pp. i-33-1-38; Grady McWhiney, tJefferson Davis andthe Art of lrlarrr , Civil Vüar History, Vol . XXI , No. 2
(L975) | pp. 101-11-2. For a historiographical outline ofthe above see T. Harry !{irliams, r'The Return of Jomini-
some. Thoughts on Recent civil $tar T,rlritingr', MilitaryAffairs, VoI. XXXIX, No. 4 (i-975) | pp. 204-206.



structural- framework through which strat.egic designs wourd

be carried out.s

Each departmental command covered a specific
geographical area and was charged with the defense of this
same area. Hopefully, each department would also be able

to supply the troops within its jurisdiction with the

sustenance necessary for their survivar. To this end the

department need not always be confined to an exact r/ìrar

zone, it courd alsi: include a large rogisticar hinterrand.
vüithin each department the departmental commander was to
husband his troops to exploit any rocar opportunities for
a counteroffensive. A departmentar commander, in the view

of confederate President Jefferson Davis, would be able to
act as he sahr fit within his ohrn department; he hras to
have autonomy within his jurisdiction. The departmentar

commander hras also the final authority on any potential
reinforcement of a neighbouríng department or in any co-

operative effort with the same.6

Co-ordínation between departments, as opposed to co-
operation, felr under the jurisdiction of the government

ín Richmond. This included president Davis, his various

secretaries of lr7ar and the war Department. As president,

Davis hras arso the commander-in-chief of the confederate

army. Because of his refusal to appoint a General-in-

sConnelly and Jones, The Politics of Command, p. g7.

6rbi.d., p. 89.



Chief (until he was forced to do

intimately involved in the shaping

in l-865) , Davis was

Confederate strategy
throughout the course of the hrar. His assertion of his
command perogative relegated his Secretaries of War and

the War Department to essentially administrative duties.T

Davis hras, however, unwilling to ful1y utilize his
authority over the various departmental commanders.

Although he could order a departmental commander to
undertake a certain movement, he felt that the discretion
of the local commander should be given paramount

consideration. The vast size of the confederacy meant

that in most situations Davis would find hi-nserf unable to
accurately judge a situation from afar. Indeed, the

danger that Richmond courd err and misconstrue a distant
situation served to limit the authorities in the capital
to suggestions and requests to departmentar comrnand.ers to
work towards a particular end.

This balance between loca1 autonomy and unity of
command and purpose was thus an underlying source of
tension within the departmental system, especially in the

west. Throughout the course of the r{ar the problerns of
command and strategic dírection hrere interwoven with the

desire to both preserve the independence of each

TJune f. Gow, rrThe OId Army and the Confederêcy,
l-861-L865rr, Kenneth J. Hagan and Williarn R. Roberts
(eds. ) , Against À11 Enemies: Interpretations of American
Military History from colonial Times to the present
(Westport, Conn., l_988) , pp. L34, 1,42 | 1,44-L47.

so

of



department so as not to inpair its strategic purpose and

at the same time allow the system to work to provide the

most efficient use of the comparativery weaker amount of
southern manpohrer. The departmentat system, then, !üas a

method intended to provide control of widery scattered
Rebel forces at both the local and the strategic levels.

There hrere other irnportant reasons f or this
widespread rnilitary structure. The confederacy's vast
area meant that sources of supply were also widely
dispersed. The rittle industry that did exist was not
concentrated, it r/ûas to be found throughout the south.

The loss of any síngre area could very u¡elr rnean the ross

of a vitar source of rar¡¡ maÈerials or manufactured goods.

Likewise, âDy loss of territory could reduce the
procurement of manpower. The loss of terrítory could arso

have a negatÍve effect on existing army strengths by

encouraging desertion by men desiring to return home to
protect their families. A rocally recruited and suppried

army wourd also have the added incentive of a bureaucratic
entity to preserve its ol¡rn territoriar basis for
existence. s

other reasons also existed for the adoption of such a

system. Probably one of the simprest of these vras the
continuation of pre-hrar practices. In the o1d pre-

sArcher Jones, Confederate Strategy from ShiÌoh to
Vicksburg (Baton Rouge, L961-), p. 2L¡ vandiver, Rebe-L Brass,pp. l4-L5t L9-2O.



secession army the united states was divided into
geographical commands. The confederate states saw no rear
reason why this method of command, proven ín the past,
should not be continued.e More important r^ras the hray in
which the departmental system served several poritical
necessities. Localistic in outlook, each state within the
confederacy exerted pressure on Richmond to be given a

miritary presence to protect itself from invasion. Each

state provided the central g'overnment with a supply of
soldiers. These sordiers hrere recruited by the state and

at least some of them rôrere also initiarry equipped by

their ohrn state government. rt hras therefore politically
expedient for each region to be officiarly integrated into
a precÍse rnilitary hierarchy.l0 The fear of a slave
reberlion also called for a pervasive military presence.

rronically, the srave holding states had grohrn accustomed

to a centrar government with rnilitary resources which r/ìrere

g:reater than that of any single state. These states hrere

now unwilling to accept ress from Richmond than they had

formerly received from Ifashington.ll

eulys.ses s. Grant rrr, rrMilitary strategy of the civil
Warrr, Military Affairs, Vol. XXII, Wo. t (L958), p. L6.

10For an explicit examination of this problem seeFrank L. owsley, rrI,ocar Defense and the overthrow of theconfederacy: A study in state Rightsrr, Mississippi valleyHistorical- Review, VoI. Xf , No. 4 (Lg2S) | pp. 4gO-525.
llRussel F. Vüeigley, The American lriay of Vüar: A

York I L973) , p. 97.
(New



The hope for European recognition of the confederate
states as an independent nation also argued for a

widespread rnilitary establishment. The administration in
Richmond knew that if it was to be abre to demonstrate the
viability of the confederacy it wourd have to be seen to
be able to have a military presence throughout its
territorial claims.12

rt v¡as in the region west of the Apparachians and

east of the Mississippi River that the war wourd be won or
lost. Arthough Richmond r¡ras the head of the confederate
stat,es, the vtest, was the heart. Here ray the centre of
confederate rail and river lines which formed the vital
southern communications network. The main east-west rail
lines in the south ran through this region, âs did the
waterborne highways of the Mississippi, cumberrand and

Tennessee Rivers. Here too lay the heart of the southern
hrar industries. Already, by the summer of 1g61_, a number

of fledgling manufacturing centres had sprung into being
to supply the expandÍng Reber armies. The sycamore powder

MilI near Nashvirle provided the Tennessee state Forces

with a vitar source of gunpowder, arthough until
september, l-861- its output was under five hundred pounds

per day.13 Northwest of Nashvirle the narror¡/ strip of

l2Connelly and Jones, The politics of Command, p. ZO.
l3Frank E._ vandiver, proughshares into swords: JosiahGorgas and confederate ordnance (Austin, Texas, ]9sz¡ p. 7s.



land between the cumberrand and Tennessee Rivers on the
Tennessee-Kentucky border provided an ímportant source of
raw l_ron. Here in 1860 thirty-five ironmaking
estabrishments had turned out sL44 tons of bar iron.la rn
Louisiana, manufacturers in New orreans were busy

answering a calt from the euartermaster Department, for
1500 sets of clothing each week.ú Former Federal
arsenals in Nashville, Baton Rouge, Montgomery, Mount

vernon and Augusta produced accouterments, and if supplied
with powder, cartridges.16

As the hrar continued, new and increasingry vital
sources of military production would be deveroped. ín
centrar Arabama, selma became a centre for the productj_on

of iron, artillery and ammunition. rn Lg64 harf the
artilrery and two-thirds of the ammunit,ion used by the
south came from this region. Northern Alabama also
deveroped as a centre for the production of iron. During
the war the mines and furnaces of this region deveroped

the capability of producing 3oooo tons of pig iron and

l-0000 tons of bar iron per year.17

laBenjamin_ F. cooring, Forts Henry and Donelson - The
Key to the confederate Heartrand (Knoxvirle, LTBT),-. 30.

15Ríchard D. Gof f , Conf ederate Supply (Durharn, N. C. ,L969) , p. 1"6.

1ólbid.

lTThomas L. connelly, Army of the Heartland, The Armyof Tennessee, l-861-1862 (Bat,on Rouge, Lg67) , p. S.

10



It was as a source of foodstuffs, however, that the
heartland region was of the greatest importance. The

fertile Nashvirte Basin in Middre Tennessee and the
Tennessee River va1ley in East Tennessee produced a

disproportionate amount of the Westrs corn, wheat and

hogs. Further to the south the similarly fertire
MississippÍ Delta and the Alabama Brack Bert were in j-861

stirr planted predominatery in cotton but they held the
potentiar to also be a varuable source of subsistence

supplies.18

The Ïrlest tras arso the region that wourd see the
greatest strains in the departmental structure of command.

Far removed from Tennessee and Mississippi, the government

in virginia was unable to effectivery supervise the
operations of the various armies in the v¡estern

departments. Yet as these armies hrere arways at a

numerícal disadvantage when compared to their Federal

opponents close co-operation v/as necessary to maximize

their effective defensive use.

Throughout most of i-86i- and LB62 the departmentar

structure in the $Iest hras improvised. The system hras

gradually enlarged to encompass alr the territory in the
region but its evorution hras often erratic. Nevertheless,

by the winter of L86L-L862, a system hras in place to

18sam

Agriculture
B. Hilliard,
(Baton Rouge,

Atlas of Antebellum Southern
L984), pp. 50, 61, 66, 71.

11_



provide a framework for strategic operations. The first
union offensive, however, proved the system to be unsound.

The numerous departments throughout the lriest produced a

variety of conflicts between competing departmental

commanders, and co-operation often proved difficurt to
achieve between the. various conrmands.

An effort to change this took place in November of
]-862. The creat,ion of the Department of the vtest came

about as an attempt to provide unity to the three main

western commands. This department, which showed the
potentiar of a supervisory command in the lrlest, finally
collapsed the forlowing year due to the shortcomings of
its commander and of the initial terms of íts
estabrishment. The system that then emerged from the
ruins of the Departrnent of the lrrest was a return to the
improvisational structure of L862. Although the vüar

Department showed more initiative in providing some

directions for the development of western strategy the
system stirl reried to a dangerous degree on ad hoc

planning.

The year L864 sar¡r the departmentar system's greatest
success, but its worst drawbacks arso became apparent. rn
the fa]l of that year Davis tried to again reform the
system and bring back a supervisory command as had been

tried before with the Department of the vtest. Agaín,

however, probrems of personarities and poorly defined

T2



terms of command served to undercut the effectiveness of
this effort.

Through the course of four years of hrar, attempts to
provide the lrlest with an ef fective command structure
continued on unabated. During this time, the system had

both its períods of success and of faílure. rn the end,

however, Davis' inabíIity to overcome the confrict between

rocal- autonomy and the need for unity of command reflected
the larger issue of the fairure of the southern war effort
as a whoIe.

13



Chapter ff

A TIME OF TMPROVISATTON

2.1- THE SYSTEM EMERGES

The ürar in the west had hesitant beginnings. The

f irst rnirit,ary concentrations which existed in the lrlest

v/ere scattered and localistic in function, consisting for
the most part of troops undergoing training in camps of
ínstruction. The onry command worthy of a departmentar
designation was that of Major Generar David Twiggs. His
Department No. t- was estabrished on May 27, ].96t prinarily
for the defense of Nev/ orleans. rt encompassed all of
Louisiana and the part of Mississippi south of the 3j_st

paralle1 and west of the pascagoula and the chickasawha

Rivers.l rronically, Department No. l- served mainly as a

recruiting ground for other commands ì by Írid-j_B6j_ of Booo

men raised and armed by the department 54oo hrere serving
outside of its boundaries.2

In Tennessee the forces raised by the
immediately taken into the Confederate

state were not

army and hrere

lWilliam F. Amann
(New York, l-96L), Vol.

2John D. vtinters,
Rouge, 1-963) , p. 28.

(ed. ) , Personnel of the Civil_ lrlar
T., p. 188.

The CiviÌ War in Louisiana

L4

(Baton



initially spread throughout Middle and vtest Tennessee.

Because of delays in transferring the Tennessee state Army

to confederate control- the majority of the recruits
remained in their training camps. The few regiments which

had been concentrated hrere situated to defend the
Mississippi niver.3

On the west side of the Mississippi political
infighting between the Governor of Arkansas and

confederat,e authorit,ies resurt,ed ín complete chaos.

Determined to retain contror over the troops raised. in
Arkansas, Governor Rector refused to al-row any Arkansas

recruits to enter the confederate Army unless he was given

a guarantee that the transfer was done only after the men

Ín question had given their personal consent. As wetl, he

demanded that any troops previously armed by Arkansas be

used onry fgr the specific defense of their home state.
!{hen the war Department authorities refused to agree to
these stipurations Rector aIl-owed the regiments arready in
existence to disband. The resurt hras that by nid-.luIy
only five regiments of infantry, one battal-ion of cavalry,
and four artillery batteries had been transferred to
Confederate jurisdiction.a

3Conne1ly, Army of the Heart Iand, pp. 27-30.
aMichael B. Dougan, Confederate Arkansas: The people

and Policies of a Frontier state in lrlartime luni.rer.sity,41.., 1,976) | pp. 75-79; Nathaniel C. Hughes, Cenerái
lriilliam J. Hardee: OId Reliable (Baton nougê, l_96Ð r pp.
75-77 .

l-5



onry in western Florida vras there any estabrished
mítitary body of a substantiar size. pensacola had been

an armed camp ever since the southern seizure on January

42, l-861, two days after Florida's secessi-on, of the
unit,ed states Naw yard located on pensacola Bay.

BrÍgadier General Braxton Bragg, who arrj-ved in March, had

been continually reinforced and by Aprir he commanded l_t-oo

men with 5ooo more on the way. Atthough in the following
months a number of troops hrere dispatched to Virginia this
smarl army T¡/as a mainstay of confederate niritary por^¡er on

the GuIf Coast.s

Nevertheress, during the summer of 1g6l- measures v/ere

begun to provide the vfest with a proper military
structure. on June L7 Ï{ilriam Hardee was promoted to the
rank of Brigadíer General and given command of Arkansas

north of the Arkansas River and west of the l_i_ne of the
white and the Black Rivers. At this time, though, the v,Iar

Department could onry promise hirn one regimentr êily

additionar units he would have to try to sarvage from the
wreckage of the rapidry disbanding Arkansas state Army.ó

serady McV'Ihiney,
(New York, L969) | pp.

Braxton Bragg and Confederate Defeat
L64, L77.

(lriashington, 1880-190i-), Series I, VoI. IfI, pp. 589-590.Hereinafter cited as official Records, with aIï referencesto series r unless otherwíse noted; Hughes, Generalwilliam J. Hardee, p. 74¡ Dougan, confederãte.Arkansas,pp. 76-77.

l-6



More importantry, one week later the !ùar Department

took steps to strengthen the situation along the
Mississippi. rn earry June Leonidas pork, Episcopat Bishop

of the Diocese of Louísiana, had traverled to virginia to
visit the Louisiana troops serving in that state. I{hire
in Richmond, he met with president Davis to convey the
concerns of westerners that something be done to properly
protect the Tennessee frontíer and specíficarly to urge

that Albert sidney Johnston be appointed to command in
thÍs region. Davis, a personal fríend of both polk and

Johnston, readily agreed with both of these preas. But,

as Johnston was presently trying to reach the confederacy

from his previous Federal posting in carifornia, Davisr orl

June 25, appointed Polk as temporary commander of the
newly created Department No. 2.7 Not surprisinglyr âs

Polkts main concerns had arisen from a fear of a Northern

invasion along the Mississippi River, the nel¡r department

$/as structured to deal with exactly such a threat. rt
incruded Tennessee west of, and Arabama north of, the
Tennessee River; as welr as the river counties of Arkansas

and Mississippi, the river parishes of Louisiana north of
the Red River, and the northeast section of Arkansas north
and east of the Black and the lthite Rivers. s

. boseph H. Parks, General Leonidas polk, C.S.A.: TheFighting Bishop (Baton Rouge , Lg62) , pp. i,66-1,67 ì Amann(ed.), Personnel of the Civi1 War, Vo1. I, p. 188.
sofficial Records, Vol. IV, p. 362.
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The creation of Department No. 2 brought a large part
of the troops being raised in Tennessee under confederate

control. vühat it did not do was estabrish a coherent

defense structure for the confederate northern front in
the $lest. After the confederate victory at I{ilson's creek
on August 10 gave the southerners the strategic initiative
in Missouri, the exploitation of this victory proved to be

beyond'southern command capabilities. $Ihire personality
crashes between polk and his subordinate pillow caused

some of the problems the burk of the difficurties arose

from the tangred command structure. Hardee, along wíth
virtually arl of the troops raised in Arkansas, rras not
under PoLk's control. pork proved therefore to be

reluctant to commit his troops to an offensive he could
not control. Misínformed of southern strength on the r¡¡est

side of the river he refused to order pitlow to aiit
Hardee, instead onry telling hirn to co-operate if
possible. The result was that Hardee, who had already
pressed forward into southern Missouri, hras forced to carl
off any further offensive action. perhaps it r^ras just as

welr. Left without, proper direction from above, pillow
had shown himserf to be unwirring to co-operate with
anybody. vühile Hardee sat at Greenville, Missouri
requesting Pirlowts aid for an advance on rronton, pirrow

had resolutely maintained that the proper objective should

be cape Girardeau. The result was a stalemate that, only

t8



ended Ì/'/ith Pork's decision to call of f the attempted
offensive. Further to the west the victors of Irlirsonrs
creek also did not properly manage their troops. price,
in command of Èhe Missouri state Guard, !ìras not trusted by

Ben Mcculloch, commander of the confederate forces; thus
the former struck out on his ohrn into his native stat,e.
Neither tried to act in concert with the other Rebe1

forces in Arkansas.9

The linited jurisdiction of Department No. 2 arso Ied
to probrems in Middle and East Tennessee. This region
remained under the military contror of the Governor of
Tennessee, rsham Harris. Harris accomprished rittre
towards preparing the rniritary defenses of his command.

Like Pork, he saw the primary union threat as coming down

the Mississippi Riverr- accordingly, he relied on

Kentucky's neutralíty to protect the rest of Tennessee's

northern border. Kentucky had been badly split over the
issue of secession and the Federar governmentrs threat of
forced reunification. Governor Magoffin, himself pro-
secessionist, had tried to achieve a compromise between

the two opposing factions and decrared Kentucky to be

neutral, forbidding either of the two belligerents from
placing any troops in the Bluegrass state. As long as

eJohn M. .Harrel, rArkansasil, Clement A. Evans (ed.),
confederate Military History (i-989, rpr. New york, ieøz¡',VoI. X, pp. 57-58, 65-66; Hughes, General WiLIiam i.Hardee, pp. 79-gO; Conne11y, Arnv of the Heartland.
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this neutrality herd, Tennesseets northern border Í¡as

saf e r' but at the same time there v/as widespread

recognítion that the situation could suddenly change.

Nevertheress, Harris chose to ignore this eventualj_ty and

negrected to put his defensive house in order in Middl_e

Tennessee. 1o

ïn East Tennessee Harris compounded this neglect by

sacrificing military needs to short-term political gains.

Fearful of upsetting his re-electíon chances by

antagonizíng the unionists of the Tennessee varrey, Harris
pursued a concÍliatory poricy in the region by downplaying

Tennessee's links with the confederacy and refusing to
allow any confederate troops to enter East Tennessee.

only after his re-erection on August 8, j-B6j- did he begin
to dear with the rising threat of Tory activities and

establish a nilitary presence.ll

The confusion over command in the lfest finally began

to be resolved in early september. The convoluted chain
of command which had led to the abortive advance in
Missouri was simplified when the second Department v/as

expanded on september 2 Eo include alt of Arkansas and any

10fbiê. , pp . 3g-4O | 43-44i R. M. Kelly, "Holdj_ngKentucky for the unionrr, Robert u. Johnson and crarence c.Buel (eds. ) , Battles and Leaders of the Civil- War (1,887 ,rpr. New York, t956), Vol. T, pp. 373-374.
llConnelly, Army of the Hearttand, pp.
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military operations in Missouri.l2 A further extensive
restructuring of the Department became possibre a few days

later. Arbert sidney ,fohnston arrived in Richmond after
a six week anabasis from carifornia through the deserts of
the Southwest and irnmediately met with Jefferson Davis rn¡ho

offered him the command of the lrlest. upon his acceptance

orders vrere issued by the lrlar Department giving hin the
rank of General, second in precedence onry to the
Adjutant-General samuer cooper, and assigning him as the
head of Department No. 2. At the same time the
department's boundaries hrere dramaticarly expanded.

Johnston's nehr jurisdiction included all of Tennessee and

Arkansas, Mississippi west of Èhe New orl_eans, Jackson and

Great Northern Rairroad and the Mississippi central
Rairroad, âs well as niritary operations in Kentucky,

Missouri, Kansas and the fndidn Territory.13
The i-ncrusion of rniritary operations in Kentucky

refrected the recent fait accompri presented to the
authoritiesinRichnondbyMajorGenera1Po1k.onthe1st

of septernber, in response to reports that the Federars

under Brigadier General u. s. Grant planned to disregard
Kentucky's neutrarity and occupy columbus, Kentucky, polk É

decided to seize the initiative. He first sent a message

l2official necords, Vol. rV, p. 3gg.
13wi11iam p. Johnston, The Lífe of General Arbertsidney Johnston (New York, 1898), pp. zgt-zgz-, otticiatRecords, VoI. IV, p.405.
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to Governor Magoffin asking as to what hrere rthe future
prans and policy of the southern party in Kentuckyrr.

Then, without wait,ing for a repry, pork ordered the
occupation of Columbus.la

The reaction of both the !{ar Department and of the
Governor of Tennessee Ïras one of profound disapproval.
Harris, perceiving that polkrs action had destroyed the
protection from a Northern invasion enjoyed by Middre and

East Tennessee, wired to the commander of the second

Department that if at art possibre the southern troops
shourd be instantry withdrawn.ls At the same time
secretary of l^lar Leroy p. warker also ordered polk to
pronptly retreat from Kentucky. Both of these messag'es,

however, onry reached pork after his troops had already
reached columbus on the 7Eh.16 polk's actions indicated
the comprete absence of any long term policy on Kentuckyrs

neutrarity. rt also indicated the degree to which Richmond

had neglected to direct the affairs in the vtest, alrowing
each comrnander to act in ways in which they hoped to gain
a rocal- advantag,e, even at the cost of disrupting more

important strategic considerat,ions. All Davis courd do

laParks, General- Leonidas polk, C.S.A., pp. j_g0-181_;
Official Records, VoI. IV, p. L7g.

ls-l-bia., PP. l_80, 188-l-89.
also sent to Davis.

16l.bid., p. 1go; parks,
C.S.A., p. 1,82.

A simil-ar message was

General Leonidas poIk,
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Inras concur h/ith Pork that ilthe necessity justif ies the
actiontt.lT

Johnstonrs appointment, it was hoped, would províde

the unity of command so desperatery needed in the !üest.

His authority was described as tfimperiar in extent, his
discretion in rniritary movements s/as unrimited, and his
powers h/ere as large as the theory of the confederate

Government permitte¿rt.18 rn mid-september Johnston

arrived in Tênnessee to take hís post as the head of
Department No. 2. However, his authority was much more in
evidence than were the means to carry out his purposes.

To hord a front of 43o miles he had onry 23ooo troops to
oppose 37000 Northerners.le The Reber main rine r,ùas

pierced by several potentiar lines of attack. To the west

the Mississippi River was arready strongry fortified, but
on neither the cumberland nor the Tennessee Rivers had any

protective measures been undertaken. rn Kentucky, only
General simon Bucknerts smalr force of 5ooo men stood at
Bowling creen on the line of the Louisvirle and Nashville
Railroad. Fina1ly, in the east, the vitar cumberland Gap

region had only been approved for occupation one day

lTofficial Records, VoI. fV, p. l_81_.

lsJohnston, The Life of General_ Albert SidneyJohnston, p. 306.

lePeter
Autumn l-861-rr
No. 2 (L957) ,

F. üIalker, rrBuilding a Tennessee Army:
, Tennessee Historical
pp. r_03-l_04.
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before Johnstonts arrival in Tennessee.20

Johnston imnediateJ-y set about, strengthening his
front line. under the orders of september l-0 he could only
Itcal-l' f orrr troops f rom Arkansas, Tennessee and

Mississippi; he could not order new forces to be raised.
Accordingry, Tennessee was asked to provide an additional
30ooo men and Mississippi and Arkansas were each asked for
10000. The results of these requests hrere far from
promising. Mississippi eventually sent out four regiments
and Tennessee raised three nehr regiments by rnid-November,

but of more significance was the war Department,rs reaction
to Johnston's requests. rn a retter sent on the j-6th of
october the secretary of I¡lar disapproved Johnstonr s
requisition on Mississippi and restrícted any future
recruiting calls to Arkansas and Tennessee.2l

rn spite of these setbacks Johnston strove to
orqanize his department. Hardeets small command in
northeastern Arkansas was ordered to cross the Mississippi
and reinforce Buckner at Bowling Green, the complaints of
Arkansas politicians not withstanding. Brigadier General

Felix zotticoffer, commanding in East Tennessee, was given
permission to advance beyond cumberrand Gap into eastern

æIbid. r pp. 104-1_05; Vincent J. Esposito (ed. ) , Thewest Point Atras of the civir litar (New york , L96ái , Map25. The exact confederate strength at this time is at besLan estimate.
2lJohnston, The Life of General Albert sidneyJohnston, pp. 335-337.
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Kentucky.22 These moves into Kentucky, horarever, continued

a dangerous dispersal of the confederates in a cordon

defense. This hras part,ly the result of sirnply continuing
previous strategic dispositions, but can arso be bramed on

the need to defend a department that was forced to draw on

recruiting grounds and food producing areas located

irnmediat,ery behind the front line. For exampre, instead
of placing the centre of his line behind the cumberland

River at Nashvilre, Johnston was forced to remain at
Bowling creen to protect the vitar agriculturar region to
the north of and the iron producing centres to the
northwest of the Tennessee capital. In addition,
vj-rtuarry all of Johnston's troops came from the volunteer
state. As of september, Tennessee had thirty regíments on

the western line; in comparison onty three other states
had contributed a tot,al of seven regiments.23 until
February of L862 the only organized uníts Johnston v/as

abl-e to obtain from outside his department rrras a small
division transferred from south-western Virginia.u

At the same tine, the vtar Departrnent continued to

2zHughes, General lrtíIlian J. Hardee, pp. B i_-
Johnston, The Life of General A1bêrt sidney Jõhnston,
349, 355-356.

82¡
pp.

23Connelly, Army of the Heartland, pp. l_0, 64.
uJohn M. Belohlavek, rJohn B. F1oyd and the Westvirginia canpaign of LB62t' , vüest vircrinia History, vol.XXfX, No. 3 (l_968), p. 29]-ì Official Records, Vol. VII,pp. 779t 82O.
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estabrish a proper rnititary structure over the rest of the
lilest. A new department, the Department of Arabama and

I{est Florida, hras created with the objective of supporting

the army at Pensacora. Bragg's restricted area of command

around Pensacora Ì/ìras enrarged on october L4, 1961 to
include responsibility for the entire sÈate of Alabama and

of Florida west, of the Choctawhatchee River.ã This

expansion of Bragg's responsibitit,íes hras in reaction to
news that a Federal naval expedition !üas about to set
sair. Fearful that the Gulf coast was to be the target of
this movement Bragg was accordingly given the task of its
defense. lrlork on a new railroad rine rinking Mobire wíth
Pensacola hras rapidly nearing compretion. This ner/ìr rine
would allow MobÍre to be reinforced in much less time from

western Florida than from eastern Louisiana.26
Furthermore, as Bragg continued to buird up his army he

needed to be able to draw on a larger area for logistical
support. Mobile lay at the southern terminus of the
Mobire and ohio Railroad and at the mouths of the
Tonbigbee and Arabama Rivers. All three of these

transportation routes offered direct access to the rich
Black BeIt region of central Alabama.

zsIbid. , VoI . VI , p. 7 s2 .

26Iþ-id., p. 764. This naval expedition was in factdirected to rand on the North carolina shore. Robert c.Black rrr, The Railroads of the confederacy (chaper Hill,
L952), pp. 75-76.
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The effect of the rapid expansion of rnilÍtary
authority in the creat,ion of three large departments hras

to establish a cordon defense around a huge perimeter. rn

January of L862 the Department of Arabama and vtest Frorida
had approximately 18000 men guarding the GuIf Coast. In
Departrnent No. 1 another 10000 hrere defending the river
approaches to New Orleans. In Department No. 2 the TOOOO

men that were availabre to Arbert sidney Johnston virere

dispersed on a front that stretched from the cumberrand

Gap in the Apparachian Mountains to the western borders of
Arkansas and Missouri. Yet co-ordination between the

departments hras left up to each of the departmental_

commanders. Additionally, the dispositions of troops

within each department and the strategy as to how to use

these forces was not dictated by Richmond.2T rndeed, even

when Davis hras appealed to directly by an emissary sent to
Richrnond by Johnston he refused to açtree to order areas

not under any immediate threat to reinforce the Tennessee

line and declared that Johnston must rely on his own

resources. ã

The only exception to this general rule of neglect by

the vüar Department r/ìras the appointment of Major General

2TThomas L. Lívermore, Numbers and Losses in the
Civil $Iar in America 1861--l-865 (1900, rpr. Bloomington,
fnd. | 1957), pp. 42-43¡ Connelly and Jones, The politics
of Command, pp. 52-53.

2sstan1ey F. Horn, The Army of Tennessee (Norman,
Okla., t94L) , p. 60.
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van Dorn to command the forces in the northern Trans-

Mississippi. After Johnston ordered Hardee's transfer to
Kentucky from Àrkansas he had largely ignored this part of
hís department. rn the absence of any instructions from

the departmental commander the confederates in Arkansas

and Missouri had become involved in endless squabbres over

their authority. After the Southern victory at Wilsonrs

Creek in Míssouri in August, 1861-, troops under price had

struck deep into their home state. Mcculroch, in command

of the barance of the victorious Rebers, had refused to
co-operate and Price s/as soon forced to leave Missouri.
The lilar Department asked Mcculloch for an explanation of
his inaction, but then did not act to sorve the probrems

in this region untir November. when Davis finalry sought

to improve the situation and proposed to appoint a non-

Missourian to command in the northern Trans-Mississippi
the Missouríans raised endless objections.2e Fina1ly, on

January L6, L862, Davis settled upon putting Major General

van Dorn in command. van Dorn had made his reputation on

the front.ier before the war and $ras widery respected for
his military prowess on both sides of the Mississippi. He

was put in charge of the Trans-Mississippi District of
Department No. 2 , a region made up of Louisiana north of
the Red River, the rndian Territory, Arkansas and most of

2eRobert G. Hartje, Van Dorn: The Life and Times of aConfederate General_ (Nashville, 1967') , pp. 1_O2-LO3 ìDougan, Confederate Arkansas, pp. 85-86.
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Missouri.æ

Van Dorn irunediately left for Arkansas, pausing only
briefly to consult with Johnston. His exact orders r¡rere

vague. Davis later wrote that van Dorn $/as to reffect a

diversion in favour of General Johnstonr.3l No record

exists of what Johnston wanted van Dorn to do in Arkansas.

As it turned out van Dorn more or ress did as he saw best

without any directions from his departmental superior.32

Thus, by the end of January, l-86l- a structured rnilit,ary
estabrishment had been extended over virtually all of the
!{est. It remained to be seen, however, ho\n/ well this
system wourd stand the stress and strain of the coming

Union offensives.

3oHartje, Van Dorn,
VIII, p. 734.

p. LOA¡ Official Records, Vol.

31Jef ferson Davis,
Confederate Government

32Hartje, Van Dorn,

The Rise and FalI of the
(New York, l-881,), VoI. II, p. 5l_.

p. i-05 .
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2.2 FORT HENRY TO CORINTH

The lack of strategic direction in the West hras

nowhere more obviously exhibited than by the dispositions
of Johnstonts forces in Kentucky and Tennessee. As

Federar strength continued to mount Johnston herd firn to
his policy of a cordon defense. Johnston, based in
Bowling Green, had a minimum of contact with his
subordinates on either frank. Moreover, even after the
troops ín eastern Kentucky were routed in the Battle of
Mi11 springs he refused to countenance a strategic
concentration of his command. General P. G. T.

Beauregard, newly transferred from Virginia,
unsuccessfully urged Johnston to abandon Bowli-ng Green and

join with hirn in forming a single column whích wourd then

Iínk up with the garrisons of Forts Henry and Donelson.33

Beauregiard's fears of being defeated in detair \^rere

realized on the 6th of February rg62 when the centre of
the confederate line hras broken by the surrender of Fort
Henry. The damage was made even hrorse when ten days later
between 16500 and 17500 southern troops \^rere surrendered

with the falr of Fort Donelson.s with the Kentucky line
destroyed, Johnston began a rong retreat into Middre

Tennessee.

33T. Harry Wilì-iarns, p. G. T. Beauregard, Napoleon incray (Baton Rouge, L955), p. LL7.

sCooling, Forts Henrv and Donelson, p. 2L6. The
exact number that surrendered is uncertain.
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The sudden disasters in Department No. 2 galvanized

the war Department into action. As early as February g,

just two days after the faII of Fort Henry, Secretary of
war Judah Benjamin began to send out orders for the
reinforcement of Tennessee.3s Generar Loverl, conmanding

Department No. 1 after Twigg's retirement, was ordered to
send 5000 men to PoIk at Columbus.36 Bragg, who on his
ov/n initiative had arready dispatched some of his own

troops to aid Johnston, hras totd to send all the men he

courd spare to Knoxville to hetp rebuírd confederate

fortunes in East Tennessee. rn addition, Benjamin told
Johnston that four regiments would be forthcomj_ng from

Virginia and several more from North Carolina.37

when the magnitude of the confederate defeat at Fort
Donelson became apparent, Richmond adopted an even more

extensive plan of concentration. Bragg, who had already
urged that only important strategic points on the Gurf

coast should be held, hras ordered to abandon pensacola and

only hold Mobile with a minirnal garrison.3s The War

Department arso sought out spare troops in Texas. The

Texas coast !ìras ordered to be evacuated except for

3sBenjamin took over as Secretary of War after Leroy
!{alker's resignation on September !6, 1961.

36of f icial necords, Vol. Vf , p. g23 .

37Mclvhiney, Braxton Bragg and Confederate Defeat, p.
L99¡ Officiat Records, VoI. VIr pp. BZ3, 862.

38rbid.r PP.826,828.
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artillery, and the men thus avairable sent to reinforce
Van Dorn.3e

Beauregard, commanding in west Tennessee, designated

corinth, Mississippi as the concentratj-on point for the
converging Reber forces. corinth was situated at, the
junction of the Mobile and ohio and the Memphis and

charleston Railroads. The Mobire and ohio provided a

direct route between pork in western Kentucky, corinth,
and Bragg in the Pensacola and Mobile area. The Memphis

and charreston hras the only raterar route in Tennessee

between Memphis and chatt,anooga. rt linked Johnston in
Middle Tennessee with corinth, and due west of corinth it
intersected wíth the rairroad reading north from New

orreans.a0 corinth arso was onry twenty-five mires south-
west of Pittsburg Landing on the Tennessee River where on

March 13 Grant began to rand the advance of his Army of
the Tennessee.4l

rn spite of the urgency of the situation the
confederate buildup was slow. on the 23rd. of February

Johnston had farren back as far as Murfreesboro,

Tennessee. There he united his troops from Bowring Green

tvith the remnants of the East Tennessee command. This

3erbid., p. B3o.

a0Black, Railroads of the Confederacy, p. 6.
4lJohnston, The Life of Generar Arbert sÍdneyJohnston, p. 528.
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reorganization took tine, and so he did not arrive at
Corinth until the 25th of the following month.a2 polk

too, reructantly withdrew from his position at columbus.

After sending 7000 men under Major General Mccown to
defend the Mississippi River at rsrand No. 10 he srowly
marched south along the line of the Mobile and ohio

Railroad, arriving within supporting distance of corinth
in the third week of March.a3

The reínforcements from Department No. 1 and those of
Generar Bragg hrere only part of the response to the call
for reinforcements. Beauregard, in charge of the

concentrating forces at corinth in the absence of
Johnston, sought to further increase the confederate army

at this point. van Dorn, trhose army vras retreating from

northwest Àrkansas after its defeat at pea Ridge on March

7 and I, hras ordened to move to within supporting distance
of Beauregard. Van Dorn began marching to eastern

Arkansas on the 17th of March. He proposed to aid
Beauregard by trgiving batt,le to the enemy near New

Madridtt, but these prans !üere cut short when he was

specifically ordered to abandon Arkansas and shift to
Mernphis. His movements, however, were slowed by inclement

weather and the Army of the lrlest, âs van Dorn had titled
his command, onry arrived in corinth on the rast day of

42-tb.i-d., pp. 5og , szg.
43Horn, The Army of Tennesseer pp. Ll_j-, LLg.
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Apri1.4 Louisiana hras also asked to contribute more

reinforcements to the northern front. A call hras put out

for an additional five and one-ha1f regirnents. In
response a number of state nilitia regiments as well as

several regular units were dispatched to Corinth. The

militia units ri¡ere to serve only for a ninety day period;
nevertheless by mid-April 3000 ner¡r Louisiana troops were

serving in the Army of the Mississippi.4s

In order to strengthen the Confederate flank j_n East

Tennessee Generar Edmund Kirby srnith was sent from

virginia to take up a new command in Knoxvilre. Arthough

he was ordered to report to Johnston on his activities he

was largely given a free hand to defend the region.a6

upon his arrival Kirby smith found that his command

consisted of only 8o0o men, the majority twerve-month

volunteers whose terms h¡ere about expire. rn desperation

Kirby Snith appealed to Governor Joseph E. Brown of
Georgia for arms and men to defend chattanooga. Jefferson
Davis arso added his weight to this request, instructing
the vüar Department to extend the appeal for troops to the
Governor of Alabama. By the end of March severar Georgia

aHartje, Van Dorn, pp. L66, L68, l-7t¡ Thomas L.
Snead, rrThe Fírst Year of the lriar in Missourirr, Johnson
and Buel (eds.), Battles and Leaders, VoI. I, p. 277.

asvnlinters, The Civil V{ar in Louisiana, p. Bo. The
forces at corinth hrere designated the Army of theMississippi in early March, L862.

46official necords, VoI. VII, p. 908.
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regiments had arrived in East, Tennessee, giving Kirby
Snith enough strength to be able to secure his district.aT
He hras in fact even able to send a small_ brigade to
Corinth in early Aprí1.48

The concentration to oppose the Federar offensive in
Tennessee hras the f irst, test of the departmental-

structure. As a result several strengths and weaknesses

T¡/ere revealed. The geographicar limitations of the system

encouraged a cordon defence, although the departmental

system cannot be held responsible for Johnston's
problematic deployment in his own department. yet a wide

díspersion of troops between various commands courd be

overcome by a rapid concentration when the enemyrs

intentions became crear. But for this to work a strong
guiding hand was needed in Ríchmond in order to bring
about compriance from potentiatly recal-citrant
departmental commanders. Whil-e Davis, Benjamin, and

George Randolph had índeed provided this guidance it
shourd be noted that this rá¡as done on an ad hoc basis in
response to a crisis; no strategic plan existed in
advance.a9 The strategy of concentratíon nevertheress

aTJoseph Parks, General Edmund Kirby Smith C.S.A.
(Baton Rouge I L954) , pp. L57, L62¡ Official Records, Vol.
X, Part 2t pp. 354, 358.

asParks, General Edmund Kirby Smith C. S. A. , pp. 168-l_69 .

aeceorge Randolph, the third Secretary of War to
serve under Davis, assumed his position on March 22, L962.
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almost came to a successful conclusion. Unfortunately for
the South tactical blunders in the Battle of Shiloh on

April 6 and 7 denied the Confederates the victory they so

badly needed. During the fighting, General Johnston was

killed and Beauregard replaced hirn at the head of the Army

of the Mississippi"so

After Shiloh the Federal forces in the Ïtest hrere

brought together in a counter-concentration against the

Rebel army at Corinth. To a certain degree this relieved
the uncertainty the Confederates had faced over Federal

strategic intentions. Vüith the Federal line of advance

limited to one direction the southern command structure
could be revised to take ínto account this nerlr reality.
This revision, however, was done haltingly and served more

to ratify a strategic deployment that was already an

established fact. The first change dealt with the region

west of the Mississippi. The arrival at Corínth of Van

Dorn's Army of the West meant that the Trans-Mississippi

\,tras left virtually denuded of any Confederate troops. The

Federal army that had defeated Van Dorn at pea Ridge began

to slowly advance into central Arkansas ì by May it was

soThe reasons for the Confederate loss of whatr on
the first day of fighting, appeared to be a Southern
victory has been a point of contention from l-A62 on. For
a ner¡¡ look at this issue, which places the blame on
Beauregard's mistaken order to withdraw, see Grady
Mclùhiney, ItGeneral Beauregardts \Complete Victory, aL
Shiloh: An fnterpretationrr, The Journal of Southern
History, Vol. XLIX, No. 3 (L982), pp. 42L-434.
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only fifty míles from Little Rock. covernor Rector,

desperate to draw Richmondrs attention to hís state's
plíght, went so far as to threaten secession from the

Confederacy. In addition, four prominenÈ Arkansans,

including two members of the Confederate Congress,

petitioned Davis for the creatíon of a separate department

west of the Missíssippi.sl Meanwhile a delegation rnrent

directly to Beauregard to seek his help. In a separate

effort to provide some leadership for the beleaguered

state on May 26 Beaureg'ard appointed Major General Thomas

Hindman to command the Trans-Mississippi District of
Department No . 2.s2

Arkansas was not alone in its calls for something to
be done for the region west of the river. fn Louísiana

the fall of New Orleans in mid-April hras seen as the

dírect result of the removal from Department No. l_ of
troops to aid the army at Corinth. When the Federal

flotilla finally broke through the Confederate river
defenses south of the city on the early morning of April
24 only 3000 troops, al1 of them raw militia, remained in
the department.s3 Furthermore, Farragutts naval

operations along the Mississippi threatened to cut aIl

slHarrell, rr

<a-- . -*¿þ-tçl. , PP
Louisiana, p.84

s3vüinters,

Arkansasrr , pp. 99-l-00 .

. 103-1-04 ; lrlinters, The Civi1 Vüar in
; Official Records, Vol. Vf, p.

The Civil War in Louisiana,

s13.

p.
Off icial Records, Vol. VI, p. 5i-3.
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Iines of communication between eastern and western

Louisiana, as well as between northern Louisiana and

Mississippi. Alarmed at these events, Governor Moore of
Louisiana suggested to Davis that the area west of the

Mississippi be placed under a separate command.sa

On May 26, the same day that Beauregard assigned

Hindman to command in Arkansas, Richmond created the

Trans-Mississippi Departrnent and praced Brigadier General

PauI Hébert, üp until then Ín charge of the now superceded

Department of Texas, in ternporary command. The ner^r

department included Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, the Indian
Territory, and the State of Louisiana west of the

MississÍppi River.Ss rn spite of the potent,ial dangers of
the overlapping jurisdictions of the two generars the ner¡/

department appeared to function smoothly for the tirne. As

he was onry in temporary command of the department Hébert

refrained from exercising his furr authority, and Hindman

at Litt1e Rock and Hébert at Houston functioned

independenÈIy of each other for the time being.

At the same time as the Trans-Mississippi Department

was estabrished a reorganization of the departments

between the Mississippi and the Apparachians became more

and more necessary. rncreasing Northern pressure against

the Reber entrenchments at corinth made a confederate

s4lþid., vol.
sstbid., vol.

VIIÏ,

fX, P.

p. 805.

7L3.
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retreat deeper into northern Mississippi a likely
possibility.se Yet a dífficulty existed in the fact that
any move to the south would take Beauregard outside of the

boundaries of his department. VÍhile Department No. 2

encompassed Mississippi west of the Mississippi Central

and the New Orleans, Jackson and Great Northern Railroads,

to the inmediate south of Corinth Beauregardts
jurisdiction h¡as limited to include only rtCorinth,

Mississippi, and the country adjacent thereto, and

extending to Eastport on tthel Tennessee Riverr.sT The

Army of the Mississippi r,tras also constrained by the loss

of much of its territory in Middle Tennessee and the

severance of the rail link to East Tennessee.

The southern boundary of the Second Department had

al-so proven to be a source of dífficulty at Vicksburg.

This river city was weII j-nside Department No. Z , but

since the faII of New Orleans it had become the primary

defensive position to block any Union advance up the

Mississippi from the south. But this r,'/as the strategic
responsibility of Department No.1 and jurisdictional
problems had soon surfaced. On May l_8 Farragutts Union

gunboats appeared below vicksburg. To reinforce Brigadier
General M. L. Smithrs meager force of several artillery

s6-tbid., vol.
sTAmann (ed. )pp. L88-189.

Xt Part 2, p. 530.

, Personnel of the Civil Vtar, VoI . I ,
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batteries and a lone infantry regiment several neh/ units
hrere sent to the city; included among these reinforcements

hrere two regiments from Department No. 1. Major General

Mansfield Lovell, in command of the First Department,

accompanied these regiments. Three days later Brigadier
General Daniel Ruggles arrived from Corínth with orders

from Beauregard placing hin in charge of operations at
Vicksburg.s8 In order to clear up the situatíon, Lovell
referred the matter to Beauregard, pointing out that it,
was his underst,anding that Department No. l- extended north
in Mississippi to the 33rd parallel. Furthermore, Love11

continued, the War Department had always referred to him

over rnatters concerning Jackson and Vicksburg.se

Beauregard inmediately asked Richmond for an ansrirer

to this problem. fn reply the same General Orders that
established the Trans-Mississippi Department also
redefined Departments No. l- and No. 2. Both jurisdictions

lost any responsibility for the region west of the

Mississippi River and Mississippi Ì¡iras divided between the

two commands along the line of the 33rd paraÌ1e1.60 Thus,

both departments lüere provided with more appropriate
geographical parameters in which to fulfill their

ssEdwin C. Bearss, Rebe1 Victory at Vicksburg (Litt.le
Rock, L963) , p. 46.

seofficial Records, VoI. xV, pp. 74I-742.
6orþ-id. , p. 7 46 .
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strategic purposes.

The retreat from Corinth that Beauregard had earlier
feared soon came to be necessary. General Halleck, in
command of a Union army over 1-00000 strong, slowly closed

in around Corinth, threatening to place the Rebels under

siege and cut off their lines of communication. Vühile the

Confederates would have been able to hold out a long time,

inevitably they would have been forced to retreat under

disadvantageous conditions or surrender. Beauregard felt
that it. would be better to retreat ín good order while

this still was possible. On the last day of May the

Southerners began their withdrawal to Tupelo, Mississippi,
fifty miles to the south.61 The loss of Corinth also

meant the loss of Memphis, and the last remaining

liississippi fort north of the city r,ras evacuated on the

1st of June.62

The Northern offensives of the spring and summer of

L862 had revealed many flaws ín the Rebel departmental

system established during the previous winter. The

multiplicity of commands had encouraged a dispersal of

troops in a cordon defense. ft had taken a severe defeat

at Forts Henry and Donelson to prompt a concentration of

Southern troops. Then the departmental structure had been

largely ignored as ad hoc arrangements shifted commands

61wi11iams, P. G. T. Beaurecrard, pp. 1-53-l-54.

62Horn, The Army of Tennessee, p. i-53.
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from one department to another. while serving to meet the
emergency, such actions depended on close supervision from

the lrlar Department. when this was not arways forthcoming

conflicts between various jurisdictions became inevitabre.
rf the confederate hopes to regain their losses were to be

realized the system would have to be refined.
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2.3 SOUTHERN COI'NTER-OFFENSIVE

The collapse of all of the Mississippi River
positions, except for Vicksburg, lras the signal for the
powers in Ríchmond to move against their western

commanders. Beauregard was relieved of the leadership of
the Army of the Mississippi on June 20 and replaced by

Bragg. The day before, Van Dorn had been given Lovellrs
command.ó3 At the same time Richmond took steps to ensure

that the forces in Mississippi wourd have a more workabre

command structure. On June 25, Department No. 2 was

expanded to incrude alt of the First Department as werr as

the Department of Alabama and west Florida, plus that part
of Georgia west of a line along the rairroad from

chattanooga to Atlanta and then down the Atlanta and west

Point Railroad to the Arabama state line.s several

reasons can be given for this restructuring of the western

departmental edífice. van Dorn's assignment to southern

Míssissippi allowed him to draw on reinforcements from

Department No. L, and he inrnediately had done so, drawing

6000 men south into his department.6 As it was possible

that he might need further reinforcements in the future,
the easíest hray to co-ordinate such a movement T¡/as to

63Connelly, Army of the Heartland, pp.
Bearss, Rebel Victory at Vicksburg, p. 1Ll_.

180-l_82;

sofficial Records, VoI. XVff, part 2, p. 624.
6sfbid., VoI. W, pp. 76L-762; Vol. XVII, part 2, p.

615.
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integrat,e the two commands. Of greater importance was the
question of rail lines. !,Iriting on June 24, Bragg pointed

out that the only railroad connecting his army with the

East ran through Van Dorn's jurisdiction. This problem

rÁras now remedied. Finally the enlargement of Department

No. 2 ratified the de facto union of thís command with the

Department of Alabama and WesÈ Florida. Bragg had not

rerinquished his supervision of this region while he was a

corps and then departmental commander in a different
department. This informal personal uníon r¡ras nor¡.r made

official . tr

The expanded Department No. Z, no!ü also often
referred to as the lüestern Department, finally
consolidated the togisticar base of all the manpower that
had been present at Shiloh. Not surprísin9Iy, it was at
this time the primary army in the lrrest achieved its
greatest period of strength.6T

In the first few weeks after assuming command Bragg

proceeded to reorganize both his army and his new

departrnent. Each of the two secondary concentrations of
troops in the Ïr7estern Department were given a geographicar

district to support them. van Dorn was praced in control
of the District of Mississippi in the west of that same

66Jones,
Vicksburcr, pp.

6TconneIJ-y
1-01_-l_03.

Confederate Strategy from Shiloh to
62-64.

and Jones, The Politics of Command, pp.
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state and Brigadier General Forney commanded the garrison

at Mobile. His jurisdiction was designated the District
of the GuIf and h¡as made up primarily of that part of
Alabama south of the 32nd paralleJ-.ffi The result, lrras to
impose a proper nilitary substructure over aII of the area

under Braggts rule.
Yet in East Tennessee some problems over jurisdiction

remained. Edmund Kirby Snith had in effect quietly
seceded from Departmênt No. 2. Vthen he originally took up

his position in Tennessee Kírby Snith had assumed that he

rrras in control of Èhe District of East Tennessee in
Johnstonts department. Then, when Johnston and then

Beauregard had been too préoccupied by the problems facing
them in the vicinity of Corinth to maintain fuII contact

with East Tennessee, the lrlar Department had begun to refer
to Kirby Smith's district as a separate department. lrlhen

Kirby Smith requested Richmond for clarification of his
status, he was told on July l-8 that his command was a

separate department made up of East Tennessee, North

Carolina vrest of the BIue Ridge Mountains, and that part
of Georgia north of the railroad from Augusta via Atranta
to West Point on the Alabama boundary.6e Only 1ater in
JuIy did the fact emerge that Bragg and Kirby Snith had

both been assigned the same region in northern Georgia as

6sofficial Records, VoI. XVII, part 2t p. 636.
6econnelly, Army of the Heartland, pp. 187-l-g8.
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part of their respective departments. Confused, Bragg

inquired of Kirby smith as to whether or not East

Tennessee hras a separate department. Determined to
rnaintain his independent, command, Kirby smith repried that
his departrnent reported directly to the !{ar Department. 70

The reorganization of the western commands also
presaged hopes of a confederate offensive to recover what

had been rost in the spring of L862. After the capture of
corinth the union forces under Harreck v/ere graduarly
dispersed. rn order to strengthen the union hotd on

northern Arkansas troops hrere sent to reinforce the
Federal forces in this region. More import.antfy, however,

the Àrmy of the ohio r¡ras reconstituted under Major General

Bue1l and given the task of moving on East, Tennessee via
Decatur and chattanooga.Tl Despite some delays Buerr hras

ready to march by June 10, and by the l-st of July he had

pushed on to a position which threatened chattanooga.

Here his offensive ground to a halt as Buell- found himself
at the linit of his transportation 1ines.72

Yet for the Rebels Buell's movement dangerously

threatened their position in the west. rt T¡ras quite

7oÏbid., p. 188; official Records, VoI. xvrI, part 2,pp. 624, 627, 65L-652.

71Don Carlos Buel1, ttEast Tennessee and
of Perryvillett, Johnson and BueI (eds.),
Leaders, VoI. Iff, p.35.

72rb.id., pp. 35-36.
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obvious that Kirby srnith, pressed both from the south at
chattanooga and from the north at cumberrand Gap, wourd be

unabre to retain his position in East Tennessee unress he

was reinforced. Furthermore, shourd East Tennessee be

lost, the vital direct rail rine to virginia wourd also
falr, and the ross of chattanooga wourd open the road to
Atlant.a and the irnportant, manufacturing centres in
Georgia. Four of the Confederatest eight arsenals-
At1anta, Augusta, Macon and Columbus lrere in this
regionr âs werr as rich coal, copper, and saltpeter
deposits. T3

The consolidation of the western departments had,

however, arso given Bragg the authority he needed to react
to these threats. The secretary of htrar had already
informed Bragg that he courd strategically do as he

thought best; thus on June 27 Bragg dispatched a small

division of 3000 men to aid Kirby smith.Ta By the third
week in July Bragg's army at Tupelo had been rebuilt and

reorganized, disciprine hras reported as excerlent, the
older regírnents r¡rere showing rrgreat skill and prornptnessrt

and the newer revies hrere progressíng satisfactorily.Ts
At vicksburg van Dorn had been reinforced and seemed to be

.73Conne1ly, Army of the Heartland, pp. l_90-1_91_;
Vandíver, Ploughshares into Swords, p. 149.

T4official necords, Vol. xvf , part 2, pp . 7o1--7o2t 7LO.
7srbid., vol. x, part !, p. 2g1,.
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able to hold off the Union fleet bombarding the city. The

main threat at this point came from the naval forces of
Farragut and hopes hrere high that this could be countered

by the ironclad CSS Arkansas nearing completion at yazoo

City.ze Changes in the Federal command structure also
presented the Rebels with potential advantages. The Union

forces in the f{est hrere abruptly deprived of their unity
of command when Harleck was transferred to washington and

promoted to the position of General-in-Chief, ì_eaving the

Federars with three independent lines of operation in the

Vüest: one facing south in Vtest Tennessee, one facing east

in northern Alabama, and one facing southeast in East

Tennessee. TT

Therefore, Bragg began to examine his strategic
options. An offensive into west Tennessee wourd reave

Arabama and Georgia unprotected. To reach Irtrest Tennessee

would arso require moving through a regíon that had been

stripped bare by the occupation of several armies and was

also in the nidst of a drought. A move into Middle

Tennessee wourd place Bragg between the two Federar armies

under Buerr and Grant and totalry isolate him from the

forces under Kirby snith in East Tennessee. since at the

moment it was East Tennessee that was most threatened the

decision was made to shift the bulk of Bragg's command to

76Hartje, Van Dorn, pp. i-98-l-99.

TTconnel-ly and Jones, The Politics of Command, p. LO4.
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Chattanooga.Ts The transfer in June of McCown's Division
had proven such a move to be practical; although it was

necessary to take a circuitous route through Mobile only

six days were required to arrive in East Tennessee.Te

On the 21st of July, L862 orders hrere issued t,o begin

to transfer the Army of the Mississippi to Chattanooga.

Major General Price, coÍrmanding the troops previously

brought from Arkansas by Van Dorn, was left to take charge

of aIl operations in Mississippi not included in Van

Dornts jurisdiction at Vicksburg. price was ordered to be

prepared to advance his l-6000 men into Middle Tennessee as

soon as Braggts offensive further to the east made such an

advance possible. If this coul-d not be done, price was at
Ieast to try to prevent any reínforcements from being

dispatched against Bragg by the Union forces in Irlest

Tennessee.so Final-Iy, since the siege of Vicksburg vras

lifted on the same day that Braggts troops began their
move, Van Dorn hras instructed to act ras he felt it
necessaryrr but to try to consult with and if possible co-

TsJoseph Ìrlhee1er, rrBraggt s Invasion of Kentuckyr ,Johnson and Buel (eds.), Battles and Leaders, VoI. III,pp. 2-3i Official Records, VoI. LfI, pt. If, pp. 330-331.
TeBIack, Railroads of the Confederacy, p. 1gj_.

soofficial Records, VoI. XVII, part 2, pp. 656-657¡
Thomas Snead, ttl4lith Price East of the Mississippitt,
Johnson and Buel- (eds.), Battles and Leaders, Vo1. II, pp.
725-726.
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operate with Price.8l But Bragg did not give any specific
instructions on how the two commanders r/ìrere supposed to
co-ordinate any of their moves with Bragg's offensive in
East Tennessee.s2

The transfer of the Army of the MissÍssippi went

weII. By JuIy 27 the first of Braggts regiments rolled
into Chattanooga. Four days later Bragg and Kirby Smith

met to work out the details of theír joint campaign.

Although Bragg was the seníor officer, he was not

commanding in his oT¡rn department,. Kirby Snith was not

willing to place hínself under Bragg's control, and so the

decision h¡as made that Bragg and Kirby Snith would co-

operate and work in mutual support. The two armies would

operate independently until they united at their
objective. Only then would Bragg take overall command.s3

Yet almost immediately problems of co-ordinating the

two armies began to surface. At ChaÈtanooga the two

generals had agreed that Braggts objective would be Middle

Tennessee and Kírby Smith would move to take Cumberland

Gap. Then on August 9 Kirby Smith wrote Bragg that he was

instead planning to only invest Cumberland Gap with one of
his divisions, and would push the rest of his army on ínto

8lHartje, Van Dorn, p. 2O8.

82Connelly, Army of the Heartland, p. 2O7.

83lbid., pp. 206-207¡ Official Records, Vo1. XVI,
Part 2, pp. 741, 745-746.
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Xentucky.s Bragg, still in Chattanooga awaiting the last
of his trains from Mississippi, could only request that
Kirby Snith not move too far into Kentucky before he T¡ras

able to begin his or,trn march northwards.s On the same

day, Kirby Smith found another player in the growing plans

for the Confederate offensive. Shortly after his meeting

with Bragg, Kirby Smith met in Knoxville i,rith Brigadier
General Humphrey Marshall, currently commanding a smal1

force of 3000 men in the neighbouring Department of
southwestern virginia. Marshall agreed that he would hord

his troops ready to move on the northern flank of
Cumberland Gap when Kirby Sníth r¡ras himsetf about to
move.86

One last force remained to be incorporat,ed into
Bragg,s and Kirby Smith's offensive p1ans. ceneral

Breckinridge, part of Van Dorn's small army at Vicksburg,

had in late July been sent into northern East Louisiana to
attempt to capture Baton Rouge. Van Dorn had already

attempted to dravr Price int,o this expedition but Bragg

disallowed this, reminding Price that his instructions

sParks, General Edmund Kirbv Smith, C.S.A., pp. 2OL-
2O2; Official Records, VoI. XVI, Parlu 2, p. 748.

ssConnelly, Army of the Heartland, p. ZOg.

86rbid., p. 2o7.
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were to attenpt to move into West and Middle Tennessee.sT

Breckinridge's assaurt proved to be a confederate defeat,
although he was able t.o ret,reat and establish a stronghold

on the Mississippi at Port Hudson.s Bragg then requested

that, van Dorn direct Breckinridge to take those troops in
his division that h¡ere from Tennessee and Kentucky and

join the army in Chattanooga.se Breckinridge, a popular

Kentuckian, was deemed to be an important poriticar fígure
sure to gain support for the south if he shourd re-enter
his native state. when he agreed on the 25th of August to
join the offensive the invasion plans appeared to be

complete.

By the end of August the confederate offensive had

grov/n and expanded to encompass seven separate forces
drawn from three different departments.e0 Difficulties in
co-ordination soon followed. Even within Bragg's

sTEdwin C. Bearss, ttThe Battle of Baton Rougen ,Louisiana History, VoI. Iff, No. 2 (L962), pp. BL-82;official Records, Vol. XVII, part. 2, pp. 663-664:

- 88Bearss, ttThe Battle of Baton Rouger, p. 1,Z3. Thefailure of Breckinridgers assault -can probably beattributed to the failure of the css Arkansaè to prbvide
naval support. The ironcrad's engines, never of the bestquarity, gave out four miles north of Baton Rouge and theship had to be destroyed by its crehr to prêvent itscapture. Vtinters, The Civil lrlar in Louisiana, p. LZL.

seofficial Records, VoI. xVI, part 2, p. ggs-gg6.

e0Bragg, Price, Van Dorn and BreckÍnridge from
Department No. 2, Kirby smith, from the Departnent of EastTennessee, and Marshall from the Department of
Southwestern Virginia.
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department, co-operation between price, Van Dorn, and the
departmental commander hras proving to be diffícult due to
conflicting objectives and the probrem of each officer
seeing his own inmediate needs as his first obrigation.
The source of most command problems, however, lay in
trying to maintain a conÌmon objective between Bragg and

Kirby Smith. Kirby SmÍth had, by the end of August,

pushed past the Union division at Cumberland Gap and

advanced into the Blue Grass region of Kentucky. Bragg

hinserf started to move out of chattanooga and entered

Kentucky in earry september.el yet smithrs advance forced
Bragg to rnodify his oríginal plans. To prevent the
Federal forces under Buell from hurrying to Kentucky to
overrnrhelm Kirby smith, Bragg abandoned his scheme to
retake Nashville and instead decided to keep his army

interposed between Buerr and Kirby smith. rf a favourabre

opportunity arose to defeat Buell, Bragg woutd attack,
otherwj-se he proposed to only try to maneuver Buelr out or
Tennessee.92

Bragg ended up marching past Buell's flank into
Kentucky as the latter strove to regain his rines of
communication with Louisvirle. The co-operation the two

departmentar heads had spoken about severar weeks earlier

. elJones, Confederate Strategy from Shi1oh toVicksburg, p. 75.
e2Mcwhiney, Braxton Bragg and Confederate Defeat, p.

274"
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r¡ras not forthcoming. Although Kirby snith shifted two

brigades to Bragg these reinforcements ü/ere properly part
of the Army of the Mississippi.e3 After this Kirby Smith,

the commander of the neurly designated Army of Kentuckyr.

began to offer excuses for not uniting the two arrnies.

citing the danger of an union advance from cincinnati,
Kirby srnith urged Bragg not to denude centrar Kentucky of
so many troops as to leave it unnecessarily exposed.ea

The resurt hras that Kirby snith remained separate from

Bragg's command even as the Army of the Mississippi r¡ras

faced with resurgent Union forces.

co-operation between the other forces invorved in the

Kentucky campaign Ì,ìras also proving íIlusory. Humphrey

Marshall had been delayed in his move into eastern

Kentucky when his departmentar commander comprained to
Richmond of losing his jurÍsdiction over Marsharl. The

war Department, apparentry ignorant of the arrangement

worked out between Marshall and Kirby snith, did not aIIow
Marshall to move until nid-august. es vÍhen Marshall

finally did begin to advance, his force remained

preoccupied with tryíng to intercept the retreat of the

e3official Records, Vol xvf , parL 2,
s¿tbid. r pp . g4s-846i Conne11y,

Heartland, p. 22O.

p. 844.

Arny of the

es-rbid. , p. z3B .
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Federal garrison from Cumberland Gap.e6

Kirby smith's probrems with Marsharr r/ìrere minor

compared to Bragg's rerations with the forces in
Mississippi. As he left Chattanoogê, Bragg had again

urged Price and van Dorn to advance, addÍng that he was

confident they could meet ,on the ohio and there open the
way to Missourirt.eT yet, apart from two messag'es to price

in early sepÈember and one to van Dorn rate in the same

month urging them to march on Nashville, Bragg had no

sorid instructions for his two subordinates. Arthough

each in turn traded plans, neither of the two seemed

likeIy to co-operate with the other.es Finarly, when van

Dorn referred dírectly to the vtar Department and requested

command over Príce to be abre to ensure unity of action,
Richmond began to rearize the extent of the confusion and

lack of co-operation between the two command.ers in
Mississippi. Davis responded by informing van Dorn that
lrthe troops must co-operate and can only do so by leaving
one head. Your rank makes you the commandeyn.ee Van

Dorn, nov/ sure of unity of command in his endeavours,

e6of f icial Records, Vo1 . XVI , part 2 | pp. 869-87 J..

ehbid., Vol. xvrr, part. p. 688.

. esJones, Conf ederate St,rategv from Shiloh toVicksburg, pp. 76-77.
eeofficial Records, VoI. xVIr, part

Albert Castel,
the litrest (Baton

General- Sterlinq Price and
Rouge, L96B) | p. 98.

2,, þp. 697-7OO;
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decided to drive into west Tennessee, atthough by doing so

he neglected Bragg's hopes that the Missíssippi troops

wourd be abre to carry Middle Tennessee. The Army of the
west, however, suffered a broody repulse before corj,nth on

october 3 and 4 and van Dorn's entire offensive came to
naught.

Even as Van Dorn began his march northwards, Davis

acted to again restructure the miritary situation in
Mississippi. Major Generar John c. pemberton was recalled
from his command in south carolina and placed in charge of
a nehr department the Department of Mississippi and East

Louisiana. Pembertonts assignment to this neh/ department

!ìras done to allow van Dorn to concentrate fully on moving

into Ì{est Tennessee.lffi rn effect this meant Van Dorn !ìras

to conquer himserf a new department; the problem with this
was that he had to do so by moving into vüest Tennessee, a

region still officiarry assigned to Bragg's Department No.

2. vlhen van Dorn retreated from corinth he h¡as reft ff an

isolated bodyrr in the field in Mississippi, rtrelieved of
command of the department he T¡ras forced to operate

\^/ithin'! .101 Further problems existed in that pemberton

was given the objectíve of trying to recapture New orreans

in co-operation with the troops in the Trans-Mississippi

l0Oofficial Records, VoI. XVfI, part z, pp. 7L6-7LB.

. 101Jones, Confederate Strategy from ShíIoh to
Vícksburg, pp. 80-81-; Official Recoids, Volry,p. 727.
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Department under Major General Richard Taylor. To try to
sort out arl these problems, on october L4 pemberton was

promoted to outrank Van Dorn, and his authority v¡as

extended to include the latterrs army. The offensive
against New Orleans was temporarily postponedr âs were any

plans to aid Bragg.1o2

The last of the forces Bragg and Kirby Sníth hoped to
add to their Kentucky expedition also proved to be a

disappointment. Breckinridge, commanding a small division
of 25oo men, only compreted his long journey from eastern

Louisiana to East Tennessee on october 3. several days

passed before he coul-d begin the march to join the armies

in the Bruegrass state. At the rast minute Major General

samuer Jones, conmanding the Department of East Tennessee

in Kirby Smithts absence, requested and received
perrnission from Richmond to take control of most of
Breckinridge's sordiers. These men, nominally part of
Bragg's command, were to be sent to bolster the Rebers to
the south of Nashville in Middle Tennessee. This region

hlas also legaIIy part of Department No. 2 | but r¡¡as

currently being administered through the Department of
East Tennessee. on october L4 Breckinridge was ordered to
go to Middle Tennessee with his entire division and there

10215i¿., pp. 717, 728.
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assume conmand of the operatíons in that region.103

By mid-October both Bragg and Kirby Smithrs armies

hrere in retreat from Kentucky. onty after the Battle of
Perryville did the two armies begin to operate in
conjunction. Even sor by then Bragg had decided to
retreat from Kentucky. Few Kentuckians had rallied to the
southern cause and Federar strength in the state was

rapidry increasing. As werl, the hoped for rej-nforcements

from Mississippi were not materiarízing. The creation of
the Department of Mississippi and East Louisiana had also
cut off any logistical support that courd be lent to the
armies in Kentucky. lM Fina11y, as part of the
restructuring of the western departments in earry october,

the war Department transferred the Georgia section of the
Department of East Tennessee to the Department of south

carolina, Georgia and Ftorida, thereby precruding the use

of this region as a source of supplies just as the
combÍned armies of Bragg and Kirby srnith began to retreat

1035¿e¡i¡ c. Bearssr trGeneral Breckinridge Leads the
confederate Advance into Middle Tennesseer, Register of
Kentucky Historicêl. Society, VoI. LX, No. 3 (1962), pp.
l-83, l-90-1-93; Official Records, VoI. XVf , part 2, pp. 93-0,
1-000; The exact boundary between Department No. 2 and the
Department of East Tennessee v¡as not defined until
september !2, L862. rt hras then set as running along theline of the Hiawassee River. Amann (ed. ) , personnãl of
the Civil lilar, Vol. f, p. L7B.

lMApart from gaining several cavalry regiments the
confederate recruit,ing attempts had failed compretery.
J. stoddard Johnston, trKentuckyrt , Evans, conf ederate
Military History, VoÌ. IX, pp. l_51-153.
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from Kentucky into East Tennessee.los

The failure of the Kentucky campaign can rargery be

blamed on the probrerns of the departmental system in the
vlest. The enlargement of Department No. 2 in the sunmer

of L862 had provÍded Bragg with a base for the large scale
flankì-ng movement that had brought the union armies to a

sudden hart. However, the exclusion of East Tennessee

from his jurisdiction had given Bragg a frawed command

organization with which to press his advantage. Forced to
depend on Kirby smith's co-operation, Bragg had felt
himserf too weak to risk an arI out battre with Buerr for
the possession of Kentucky, even when in an advantageous

position at, Munfordville.

The great size of Department No. 2 had also red to
problems. Events ín Kentucky herd Bragg's attention to
the extent that he ignored Mississippi. van Dorn hras

forced to communicate directly with the war Department in
order to crarify his command situat,ion because Bragg had

not been abre to give his attention to this problem. And,

as Richmond had its own affairs crose at hand, it too was

unable to provide firn directions. rts sorution had been

to recreate a regionarized department to try to co-
ordínate affairs in Míssissippi. rt hras therefore
becoming increasingly apparent that yet again a completery

105¿¡¡¿¡¡ (ed.), personnel of the Civil Vüar, Vol . Ilp. 1-97.
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new structure of conmand r/ìrou1d have to be created in the
Vüest.
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CHAPTER TTI

A TTME OF LOST OPPORTUNTTTES

3.]- THE DEPARTMENT OF THE WEST

In late October, L862 the Confederate invasion of
Kentucky had run its course. The expedition, which onry

two months earlier had herd such high promise, came to its
concrusion as the combined armies of Bragg and Kirby srnith

emerged from the mountains of eastern Kentucky and took up

a position in the Tennessee Valley. For Bragg's troops,
however, a new offensive hras in the offing. orders !ìrere

issued on the 23rd of October for the Army of the

Mississippi to move through chattanooga into Middre

Tennessee. Kirby smith, back again in his own department,

turned down a request by Bragg that he accompany this
move.1

Bragg's army hras still
when Richmond, anxíous to hear

hrrong in Kentucky, on October

to the capital to meet with

conference Bragg advised Davis

just starting its transfer
at first hand what, had gone

23rd ordered Bragg to come

the President.2 At this
of the frustrations he had

lHorn, The Army of Tennessee, p. Lg9¡ Official
Records, VoI. XVI, Part 2, pp. 975-976.

2rbid. , p. 97 6 .
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encountered in trying to co-ordinate the various Rebe1

commands in the west during his offensive in Kentucky. He

recommended that to ensure the success of future
operations a theatre commander should be appointed.3

Braggts suggestions reinforced the conclusions that
both Davis and Randolph had arready reached. Randolph,

anxious to make use of the unity of command established in
Mississippi by the creation of the Department of
Mississippi and East Louisiana, had been putting out ideas

for an offensive into'Tennessee by the combined forces of
Bragg, Pemberton, and Holmes, the newly assigned commander

of the Trans-Mississippi oepartment. rn an explanation of
his plans Randolph had emphasized to Hormes the need for
crose co-ordination between the various armíes.
Evidently, he had divined some of the difficulties Bragg

had faced.a Although Randolph's plans hrere not
immediately acted upon, they are indicative of the
direction of the $rar Departmentrs thinkÍng at this tíne.
During the prevíous months Richmond had attempted to
achieve co-ordination between various departments by

shifting departmentar boundaries to reflect the changing

strategic situation. While this had been partially
successful, all too often the tirne required for Richmond

3Thomas L. Connel1y,
Tennessee, 1862-1865 (Baton Rouge, L97L), p. 22.

XIII, pp. 889-890i Vandiver,
Rebel Brass, pp. 5L-52.
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to implement a required change had been much too great for
the systern to operate with comprete success. The probrems

between Bragg and Kirby s¡nith had been one resul-t. The

difficurties Bragg had faced in trying to command both an

army and the departmentar forces in Mississippi rôrere

another. The logicar sorution !ìras the appointment of a

commander that wourd be present in the lrlest and would have

authority over aII the forces in the region. Not

necessarily in specific command of any of the western

armies, this commander would be given the task of co-

ordinating operations between the different departments

based upon the information he hras able to obtain by his
immediate presence in the region.s

with both the President and the secretary of l¡trar in
agreement over the estabrishment of a multi-departmental
command the question then arose over who would be put ín
charge. of the three line officers who outranked Bragg,

only Generar Joseph E. Johnston was avairable for such an

assignment. Lee was currently futly occupied commanding

the Army of Northern virginia and Beauregard had onry

recently been removed by Davis frorn the command of the
Army of the Mississippi.6 Notice was therefore sent to

. sJones, Confederate Strategy from Shiloh toVicksburg, pp. 83-85.
6eilbert E. covan and James Livingood,

(Indianapolis, L956) , pp. !6I-L62.
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Johnston advising him that prans hrere being drawn up to
place him in command of arl of the region between the
Appalachians and the Mississippi.

Eager to participate in the creation of his ner,ìr

command, Johnst,on conferred with Randolph on the l-3th of
November. Johnston expressed his concern that as the
Federal troops in the Mississippi vatley r/üere concentrated
under one commander the Rebel armies defending the
Mississippi shourd also be united.T This would entair
drawing the forces under Hormes from the Trans-
Mississippi to the east bank of the Mississippi. Johnston
believed that such a concentration would all_ow for the
destruction of Grant's army in northern Mississippi and

the subsequent transferrar of the war to the ohio River.
rn response to these suggestions Randorph reveared an

order he had issued two weeks earrier instructing Hol_mes

to move wíth his troops to the east side of the
Mississippi and, if necessary, take command of operations
in the region. Randorph then read to Johnston an order
from Davis sent out on November L2 countermandíng

Randorph's message. Davis stated that the transfer rof
the commander from the Trans-Mississippi Department for

TJohnston hras incorrect in his understanding of theFederal command structure in the Mississippi vartey.Grant did not have control over the uníon fo?-ces in theTrans-Mississippi. He had to rely on the co-operation ofthe commander of the Department of the Missouri-. Edwin c.Bearss, The campaign For vicksburg (Dayton, ohio, L9B6),Vol. L, p. 77.
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temporary duty ersewhere would have a disastrous effectr.
Presumabry, Davis wanted to avoid the problems that Bragg

had encountered commanding an army outside of his
department. significantry, the president had not ruled
out the possibility of reinforcements being sent from the
Trans-Mississippi to pemberton, he only put the fínal
authority for the dispatch of these troops firmry under

Holmes' jurisdiction.s

Davis' undercutting of his Secretary of !{ar's
authority lead to Randolph's resignation on November 15.

This derayed the issuance of orders assigning Johnston to
the command of the new Department of the lrrest until
November 24. The orders which were finalry gíven to
Johnston put hin in charge of a geographicar command east

of the Mississippi and west of a line rcomrnencing with the
Blue Ridge Mountains running through the western portions
of North carorina, and folrowing the rine of said
mountains through the northern part of Georgia to the
rail-road south from chattanooga; thence by that road to
vlest Point, and down the west bank of the chattahoochee

River to the boundary of Alabama and Frorida; foltowing
that boundary to the choctawhatchee Bay (incruding the
waters of that Bay) to the Gulf of Mexicon.e

8Joseph E. Johnston, Narrative of Military operations
(L874 r rpr. Bloomington, Ind., L9S9) pp. L S-L4T; Official
Records, VoI. XIIf, pp. 906-907, 914-9L5.

e-Iþíd. , Vo1 . XVII , part 2 | pp. 7 57 -7 58 .
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rn effect this gave Johnston control over three
deparÈments: pembertonts Department of Mississippi and

East Louisiana, Braggts Department No. 2t and Kirby
srnith's Department of East Tennessee. To Johnston this
command had severar weaknesses. The greatest problem, âs

he pointed out immediatery upon accepting his post, !ìras

the excrusion of any authority over the Trans-Mississippi
Department. He repeated his earlier argument that since
Arkansas was not currently threatened with invasion the
troops there could be better emproyed in Mississippi, but
this suggestion hras not found agreeable to Davis'
thinkíng.10 Bragg's and Kirby smith's jurisdictions arso
presented problems, not the least being that the two

departments occupied a singre geographicar region wíth
simirar strategic interests.. Thís was then made virorse by

the continuance of Bragg's authority over the District of
the Gurf. This Dístrict included southern Alabama and

parts of western Georgia and Frorida. These regions had

little or no strategic connection to Bragg's army, yet
were of vítal importance to pemberton at Vicksburg.Ll

The unity of the command was arso threatened by two

potential sources of confusion. The orders estabrishing
the Department of the lrrest used the term rgeographical

10Johnst,on, Narrative of Miritary operations, pp. r-49-i-50.

. llJones, Confederate Strategy from Shiloh toVicksburg, p. 107. 
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conmandrr. To Johnston, werr versed in niritary protocor,
such a term courd have onry one rneaning it excruded his
assumption of personal leadership over any of the forces
in his department.12 Secondly, the departmental

commanders under Johnston's jurisdiction hrere allowed to
ignore the proper chain of command and report directry to
the war Department. Davis craimed that this was done to
avoid unnecessary delays in communication, but the
potential for disaster was already established.13

Firted with misgivings over the nature of his nevt

assignment Johnston departed for the west. rn spite of
the earlier rebuff from Richmond, hohrever, he remained

convinced of the efficacy of his original solution to
western probrems: the concentration of the forces in
Mississippi and Arkansas against Grant. on December 4

Johnston's hopes that his views h¡ere yet to receive
support !ì/ere raised when he received a telegram from the
Adjutant-Generar advising hirn that pemberton hras being

forced to back into central Mississippi and rlieutenant

General Hormes has been peremptorily ordered to reinforce
himtt. The teregram continued on to urge Johnston to send

troops from the Army of Tennessee as Hormes miqht not be

l2Donald Sanger, rtsome problems Facing Joseph E.Johnston in the Spring of 1863il, Avery ðraven (ed.),
Essays in Honor of lrlilriam Dodd (chicago , Lga5) , pp . 26à-263.

l3official Records, VoI. Lff, part 2, pp. 496-497ìConnelly, Autumn of Glorv, p. 37.
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able to arríve in Mississippi in time to be of any aid to
Pemberton.14 Johnston replied to this message by

repeating his opiníon that the reinforcement of the
Department of Mississippi and East Louisiana by Holmes was

the only proper strategic course to forrow, to weaken

Bragg's Army of Tennessee at this time $/as to court
disaster.ls

Johnston's hopes for reinforcing the Department of
Mississippi and East Louisiana from the Trans-Mississippi
hrere to be dashed during the folrowing week. Davis,
anxious to review the situatj-on in the west first hand,

paid a visit to the various forces between the
AppalachÍans and the Mississippi. Davis was especially
concerned over Pembertonrs retreat into central
Mississippí in front of Grant,s advancing Northerners.16

on December L0 Davis arrived in chattanooga and the
forrowing day he and Johnston visited Bragg's headquarters

in Murfreesboro. upon conferring v¡ith Bragg and the
commander of the Department of the west, Davis made the

14The Army of the Mississippí hras redesignated the
Army of Tennessee on November 20, J"962. Amann, (ed. ) ,Personnel of the Civil Vtar, Vol . T , p. L9B ; Joseþh Ê.Johnston, rrJefferson Davis and the Mississippi campãignrr,
Johnson and Bqgl Jeds. ) , Battles and Leadeïs, voI. rrr,pp. 473-474; OfficÍal Records, VoI. XX, part 2, p. 435.

tslbid., Vo1. XVII , parL 2, pp. 7gO-7gL.
l6covan and Livíngood, A Dif ferent Valor, p. J6g ¡Connelly, Autumn of G1óry, p. 39.
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decision to reinforce Pemberton wíth troops drawn from

Tennessee. overriding the objections from both Bragg and

Johnston, and suggesting to Bragg that he should abandon

Tennessee if pressed by the Federals, Davis ordered the
three brigades of stevenson's Division to be sent to
Mississippi along with a brigade from East Tennessee.lT

These troops foll-owed the men of vaughn's Brigade, which

had been transferred from East Tennessee to Mobire and

then to Mississippi in late November and early December.18

At the same tine ít h/as reveared to Johnston that Holmes

had not. been ordered to go to aid vicksburg, the Adjutant-
General's earrier order notwithstanding, but in fact had

only been given permission to send troops if Horrnes fert
he was able to spare the men. le

Johnston then accompanied Davis on his visit to
Pembertonts departrnent. once again Johnston argued for a

transfer of troops from Holmes to Mississippi. Davis

again hras onry wirling to suggest to Holmes that he send

aid if practical.2o rn the absence of any direct ord.ers,

l7tbid., pp. 40-41,; Official Records, VoI. XX, part
2, pp. 45Ot 453, 462.

l8Bearss, The Campaign For Vícksburg, VoI. f , p. j-43.

. leJones, Confederate Strategy from Shi1oh to
Vicksburg, p. 1L8.

2oJohnston, rrJef f erson Davis and the Mississippi
Campaignrr, p. 474¡ Jack B. Scroggs and Donald E. Reynolãs,rrArkansas and the vicksburg campaignrt, civil war History,Vol. V, No. 4 (1,9591 , p. 392.
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however, Holmes declined to act.21

For Johnston the first weeks of his nevr command had

been very trying. His attempts to effect a concentration
of the forces in the Mississippi varley had farren far
short of his hopes. rnstead, the Tennessee front had been

weakened by the removar of the five brigades which had

been sent to Mississippi. The undertying probtem ray in a

difference of opinion between Johnston and the president

over the proper strategy in the !{est. Johnston fert that
bot'h Tennessee and Mississippi r¡rere vital to the
confederate hrar ef fort,, and that atthough both hrere

threatened by Federal forces to weaken Tennessee to help
Pemberton would only lead to disaster. The ross of
Tennessee wourd give the Federars vast ner/ü strategic
opportunities. rn his view, the troops in the Trans-

Mississippi hrere a much better source of reinforcements
for Pemberton since no Federal troops r^/ere threatening
Arkansas. Davisr oD the other hand, did not think that
the union forces could threaten both Middre Tennessee and

the line of the Mississippi River at the same time.
Furthermore, he did not view Tennessee as being of much

zlsome troops from Holmesr command did eventuaÌIy
reach the Department of the lrrest when the post of Arkansas
on the Arkansas River felI to Generar Mccrernand.'s Federal
army on January 11, l-863. The confederate prisoners, upontheir exchange, r/üere formed into a brigade whicii hras
assigned to tnà Army of Tennessee. Harre1, rtArkansasn,
pp. 353, 396¡ O. M. Roberts, nTexasr, Evans (ed.),
Confederate Military History, VoI. XI, p. 63.
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importance; hence his advice to Bragg that the abandonment

of Middle Tennessee hras an acceptabre ross. For Davis the
príme confederate strategic objective hras to retain
control of the Mississippi River. As long as the south

$¡as able to deny the Federals control over that vital
waterway the confederacy hras abre to demonstrate to
everyone the futility of trying to crush southern

aspirations for independence. contror of the Mississippi
River also rn¡as an important factor in encouraging

dissention in the North. The Northwestern states,
historically dependent on the river for the export of
their agricurtural products, hrere sure to express their
dissatisfaction with any Federar adnÍnistration that
appeared to be unable to successfully prosecute the war in
this regíon.zz The Trans-Mississippi aLso Ìâ¡as a primary

source of sugfar and molasses. These products hrere

important to the government, not necessarily as art,icres
of consumption themserves, but instead were of vital use

as a commodity which could be exchanged in the East for
meat supplies held by the civilian population.23

Events in the waning days of December and of early

2zJones, Conf ederat,e Strategy from Shiloh t.oVickSurg, pp.. L27-t28; Thomas L. Conne@:
strategic Point or Propaganda Device?t, trtiritary affairã,
VoI. XXXIV, No. 1 (L97O), pp. 52-53.

23Michael F. Wright, rtVicksburg and the Trans-Mississippi s.uppry Line (1861--1961¡ì, The Journar ofMississippi History, VoI. XLfrI, No. ã (19e1), pp. zLL-
2t2.
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January partially vindicated Johnston's views. rn the
Battre of Murfreesboro, the Army of Tennessee assaurted
the lines of Rosecranst numerically stronger advancing

army and was bloodily repulsed. on ilanuary 3, i-963 Bragg

retreated thirty-six miles to the south and entrenched his
battered army around Turrahoma, Tennessee. rn Mississippi
the confederates were more fortunate. An attempt to take
vicksburg was beaten back, aided in part by the advance

units of stevenson's Dívision, and. by the use of cavalry
raids on Grant's supply l-ines the Federal march into
central Mississippi was riteralry deraired. Nevertheress,

both affairs had demonstrat,ed that Tennessee and

Mississippi wourd be in grave danger if one hras weakened

to support the other in the face of simultaneous Federal
advances.

rn the first few months of l-963 Johnston began to try
to establish a proper defensive structure for the
Department of the l{est. The f irst step vras the creation
of a cavarry reserve to be used as a strategic link
between the Department of Mississippi and East Louisiana
and the Arrny of Tennessee encamped to the south of
Murfreesboro. This force, estabrished under Van Dorn, who

$¡as transferred from Mississippi along wíth four cavarry
brigades, was headquartered in columbia, Tennessee.

Additional cavalry reinforcements $¡ere obtained from East

Tennessee and from Mobire. This cavarry was so positioned
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as to be abre to threaten GranLts tines of communication

in lVest Tennessee, or alternatively, protect Bragg's left
flank from any movement by Rosecransr army in the
Nashvilre-Murfreesboro region. The possession of corumbia

arso gave the confederates control of the rogísticarry
important Duck River Valley.z

Provisions vrere also made to strengthen the
confederate position in East, Tennessee. Berieving that
Bragg would not always be able to aid the Department of
East Tennessee with infantry reinforcements, Johnston

sought to establish a cavalry force simirar to that
created to protect Pemberton's department. To this end it
hras planned that Morgan,s cavarry from Braggrs army would

be used to attack the rear of any Northern force moving

into East Tennessee.Æ

The creation of these cavarry reserves was conceived

and impremented wÍthout any consurtation wíth pemberton or
Bragg. Thus Johnston's action can be seen as an important

step in his atternpts to come to grips with the nature of
his command. lithereas at first Johnston had seem himself
as limited to a prinariry consurtative rore, he nol¡r had

become willing to intervene in the locar affairs of his

uJohnston, Narrative of Military Operations, p. 522¡Archer Jones, rrTennessee and Míssissippi, Joe Joñnstonrsstrategic Probremrr, Tennessee Historicar ouarterly, vol.XVIrï, No. 2 (1959), pp. L36-L37.
2srbid., 

PP . 1-42-1-43.
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subordinate departments and order the transfer of at reast
some of their troops outside of their original
jurisdiction.26

rn addition, Johnston moved to establish a system

whereby troop transfers within the Department of the ütest

could be more efficiently irnpremented. His concern first
centered on the small Department of East Tennessee. As a
step towards strengthening this area its boundaries râ/ere

extended to include the westernmost six counties of
virginia. This brought General Humphrey Marsharl's smalI
force under the contror of this departmenL.2T Determíned

to make the most of the troops within the department,
Johnston then ordered a concentration of ra strong
reserverr of all rrinfantry not emproyed in guarding bridges
or keeping the disloyar in subjectionr.2s By early April
the troops so assembred hrere at two or three points near
the raÍlroad ready for a prompt move within their or¡rn

department or into Middre Tennessee.2e Not content to
stop at thÍs, it r^ras planned that the troops in the
neighbouring Department of vtestern vírginia would assist

. 26Jones, confederate strategv from shiroh tovicksÞurg, n. rso; Hartie, van Dorn, pp. 272-273¡ officialRecords, Vol. XVII, part 2, pp. 932-933.
27tb.iê., vo1. XX, parÈ z, p. 4gg.
28rbid., vol. xXIrI, part. 2, p. 727.
29Jones, ttTennessee and Mississippi, Joe JohnstonrsStrategic Problemrr, pp. 1-41--l.4Z
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the East Tennesseeans if they were threatened.æ

At the same time a structure t,o alrow the transfer of
men from Míssissippi to Tennessee rôras conceived. This
system never was as welr deveroped as were the prans for
East Tennessee. It involved the prepositioning of
reserves in Jackson and Meridian, Mississippi. These

troops hrere thus already along the railroad to Tennessee

while stilt remaíning within easy reach of vicksburg.
This pran v¡as arso extended to include the infantry in
Mobile; should reinforcement of the Army of Tennessee

become necessary, the Mobile forces could start
immediately for Tennessee and in turn would be repraced by

the last units to reave Mississippi. rt was hoped that in
this rray some of the long transfer time between the two

fronts could be reduced.3l

rn spite of these attempts to reorganize his
department, Johnston faced a number of severe problems.

since the creation of the Department of the l¡lest Johnston
had herd serious misgivings about the strategic parameters

of his command. The misarignment of the Mississíppi River
front, cut off from reinforcements from the Trans-
Mississippi, has already been detailed. Johnston,

. .ær-bid-, Fabian v. Husley, rThe Department of vtesternvírginia: Guardian of the Arregheniesr, IVest virginiaHistory, Vol. XXXrff, No. 3 (L972)-, pp. 268-269.
3lofficial Records, Vol. XxfV, part 3, p. 597 ¡ Vol.XXfIf, Part 2, p. ZSO"
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however, h¡as also convinced that his position ín the hlest

was being used as a way to keep him from holding any

important command. He felt that his orders hrere vaque and

his authority undefined. He could not have been

encouraged by the fact, that the portion of the Department

of the lrlest to the west of the rine of the railroad
running from chattanooga via Atranta to lvest point,
Alabama r/ìras originarry part of the Department, of south

. Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. This anomaly was

corrected only when Èhis area r,t¡as incorporated into
Bragg,s department on January 30, Lg63.3z Davis'
interference in transferring troops from Bragg to
Pemberton, in spite of Johnston's advice to the contrary,
also undermined the assurances Johnston had been given
that he alone was in charge of the Department, of the
Vüest.33

Another problem seemed to be one of personarity.
Johnston found himserf in a role for which he v/as itl
suited. He did not seem to be abte to understand the
concept of a theatre command, admittedry a concept, that
for him hras without precedent. Johnston felt that any

position that did not entair the direct cornmand of an army

in the field hras essentially meaningless. Furthermore,

32Amann (ed. ), personnel of the Civil !far,pp. L89, 2O4.

33vandiver, Rebel Brass, pp. 5g-59.
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arthough his orders gave him permission to assume control
of any army in hÍs department. should events warrant such a

move, he berieved that any such an action on his part
would be misinterpreted as being motivated onry by

ambitiontt.s

Johnstonts feelings of uncertainty r^/ere compounded by

the fact that arr three departmentar commanders under his
supervision were allowed to communicate directly with
Ríchmond. Although Davis tried to impress upon Johnston
that he had fulr authoríty within the Department of the
!{lest, Johnston v/as increasíngly uninformed about what was

going on within his jurisdiction. pemberton was the worst
offender j-n bypassing Johnston. Assuming that Johnston
v/as concerned prímarily with events in Tennessee, by the
spring of i-863 pemberton hras onry sending i_nformation to
Johnston that pertained to the defense of Tennessee. The

result was that he gained a de facto independence from the
Department of the Vüest.3s

All of these problems came t,o a head in April and May

sFrank E. vandiver, rJefferson Davis and unifiedArmy commandrr, Louisiana Historical ouarterly, voI.
XXXVI rr, No. 1 (l_955) , pp. 3t-32.

3sJones, conf ederate strategy from shir-oh tol¡ictcg¡urg, þp. r, r'Some problems
Facing Joseph E. Johnston in the'spririg ór 1863r', p. 266iThomas R. Hay, rtconfederate teadership at vibxèuurgr',tt{ississippi valley Historical Review, vor. xr, No. 4(L925) , p. 5s4.
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of 1863. A report in early April warned that indications
were that Grant hras in the process of moving north to
support Rosecrans in Tennessee.s pemberton began to
correct troops to reinforce Bragg and about gooo men began

the journey to Tennessee. Bucknerrs command in Mobile
arso sent several regiments north. only East Tennessee,

threatened by the fear of a Federar advance from Kentucky,

did not contribute reinforcements. Apart from this, the
system for reinforcing Bragg worked smoothly and

efficiently. az

But the reported movement of Grantrs army proved to
be a false ararm. on April L7, Grant made a successful
attempt to send river transport,s down the Mississippi past
vicksburg. Reports of reinforcements for Grant were arso
received by Pemberton and duly reported to Richmond.

Pemberton then began to request that the troops arready
sent to Tennessee should be returned.3s

rt ráras evident by the end of April that it !ì/as

Pembertonts department, and not the Army of Tennessee,

that v¡as in the greatest danger. Reinforcements for

36officiat Records, Vol. XxfV, part 3, p. 71,2¡ VoI.XXIII, Part 2, p. 752.

3tbid. , PÞ . 734 , 738 ìMississippi, Joe Johnston's
L46-L47; Archer Jones, rrThe V
Journal of Mississippi History,
pp. L3-L4.

Jones, rrTennessee and
Strategic Problemtr, pp.
icksburg Campaignt', fñe
VoI. XXIX, No. l_ (L967),
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Pemberton, however, were not as quickly dispatched as they

night, have been. The system to provide reinforcements for
Bragg proved to be poorly established to rush aid to
Mississippi. Pemberton also added to the delay by

focusing his attention on a series of Federar cavarry

raids. The burk of his correspondence with Richmond and

the Department of the west's headquarters v/ere preas for
cavalry to oppose these raiders.3e Johnston onry rearned

on the 28th of April that Grant's army was berow vicksburg

on the west bank of the Mississippi and was expected to
cross to the Mississippi side very shortly. A1l Johnston

could do was to instruct pemberton to concentrate his
forces and defeat Grant.ao Johnston's plans for ut,irizing
a cavarry force to oppose Grant in Mississíppi also were

stymied. Because Johnst,on had felt that to weaken Bragg

râ/as to invite disaster he had praced all of his faith in
this corps. Grant now successfulry neutrarized these

troops by restricting his line of communication to the
Mississippi River and by launching a series of raids into
Vüest Tennessee and Northern Mississippi.4l

3eBearss, The Campaign For Vicksburg, Vol. II, pp.
2O3, 2LL¡ John C. Pemberton fII, pemberton: Defender of
VicEsburg (Chapel Hill, N. C. , Ag42) , pp. rOZ -LOA¡Official Records, VoI. XXIV, part 3t pp. 769,12a, 7gL.

4olbi_d. , pp . 797, Bo8.

. 4lJones, Confederate Strategy frorn Shiloh to
Vicksburg, pp . 1,94-L95.
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Pemberton's disposition to not confide fu1ly in
Johnston concerning affairs in the Department of
Mississippi and East Louisiana nohr returned with a

vengeance. Apart from a request for reinforcements sent

on the 1st of May Pembertonts communications with Johnston

contained no information about his increasingry desperate

situation. Johnston was l-eft completery in the dark until
on May 9 when he was ordered by the war Department to
proceed to Mississippi and take command of the forces
there. a2

The burk of Pemberton's communications had been with
Davis and the vtar Department in Richmond. He kept the
capitar steadily updated on the situation south of
vicksburg whire constantly carring for reínforcements.43

Davis in turn negrected to advise Johnston of what was

going on in Mississippi. Instead, he began to take

matters into his ohrn hands, first ordering Beauregard to
send reinforcements to vicksburg from his Department of
south carorina, Georgia and Frorida; and then sending

Johnston to take personar command of the situation in
Mississippi.4f

Thus in the course of a few weeks the entire facade

of the Department of the west colrapsed. For this brame

a2Johnston, Narrative of Military Operations, pp. L7o-L72.
43Official Records, Vol. XXIV, part 3, pp. gO8, gj_4.

44rbíd., vol. xIV, pp.923t 925-926.
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must be shared between several individuals. Johnston had

not ever been fully committed to making his position work.

He had always been unsure of the linits of his
jurisdiction and therefore had been reructant to place

himself in a position where he could be accused of trying
to exceed his authority. Furthermore, his attempts to
dear with this problem rÂrere hampered by the nature of his
communications; they tended to arouse resentment in the
!{ar Department. One of f icial wrote in March l_863,

rrJohnston has written another of his brief ,

unsatisfactory, almost, captious 1etters . He never

treats the Government v¡ith confidence, hardly with
respectrr.45

Another problem could be found

paramount concern over the situation
convínced that the Arrny of Tennessee vrould not be abre to
sustain its positíon at Turrahoma if it detached troops to
aid Pernberton, Johnston had not made any provisions to
send hetp to Mississippi. rnstead he had reried solery on

building up a cavarry force which could be used against
Grant. Perhaps this strategy might have been successful,
but it did not work due to the lack of co-operation by

Pemberton. Pemberton's refusal to keep in touch wíth

asEdward younger (ed. ) , fnside the Confederate
Government: The Diary of Robert Garrick Kean. Head of the
Bureau of $Iar (Ì{estport, Conn., L973) , p. 46.

l-n
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Johnston meant that when the crisis came Johnston courd

not react as prornpt,ry as was necessary. At no time ü/as

this more criticar than in the first v¡eek of May. Finatry
Davis must be held responsible for not sustaining
Johnston. He did not help Johnston by undermining his
authority several times when he unirateratly transferred
troops within the Department of the vtest. Because Davis

felt onry one Federal offensive in the west courd be

mounted at one time, he viev¡ed Johnstonr s quer)¡f as to
whether Tennessee or Mississippi hras more important as

pointless. Davis was convinced that r¡ríth proper

management by Johnston, and by balancing the necessities
of each area, both Mississippi and Tennessee could be

held.a6 Davis arso arlowed the practice of departmental

commanders within the Department of the west to
communicate directly with Richmond to continue. This red

to Pemberton's effective succession from Johnstonrs

control.

Johnston's transfer to Mississippi opened a new phase

in the history of the departmentar system. That this
transfer caused endless confusion about the exact
structure of the departmental system in the west hras

perhaps indicative of the return to an earlier command

f orrnat in the region.

46Jones, ItThe Vicksburg Campaigntt, p. 26.
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3.2 A RETURN TO TMPROVTSATION

Johnstonts arrivar in Jackson v.ras not at alr
auspicious. He detrained just as the first reinforcements
for Pernberton from the Department of south carolina,
Georgia and Frorida were finalJ-y pulling in to the station
after a grueling seven day journey. Here he vras met by

Brigadier General Greggt commander of an infantry brigade
transferred to centrar Mississippi from port, Hudson in
southern uississippi several days before. Gregg informed
Johnston that Grant's army lay between hirn and pemberton.

Johnston rearized that the onry chance for confederate
success against the Northern forces hras in the
concentration of all the Reber forces in Mississippi.
Accordingry, he ordered pemberton to join hirn north of
Jackson. Pemberton, unsure of himself, faired to do this
and was invested in Vicksburg on the 19th of May.a7

Johnston $/as now faced with creating an army to try
to rift the siege of vicksburg. His first need was for
more manpohrer. The nearest source of troops was to the
south at Port Hudson where Major GeneraÌ Franklin Gardner

Ì^tas posted. Johnston ordered Gardner to join him

immediately. However, Gardner delayed and by the 23rd of
May found himserf under siege by Bankrs army based in New

aTHorn, The Army of Tennesseer pp. 2L4-2L5.
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orreans.4s The order from Richmond which had sent
Johnston to Mississippi arso provided for the transfer of
3000 men from Bragg's army to the Departrnent of
Mississippi and East Louisiana. The two brigades detailed
to fulfill these orders arrived in Mississippi on May t7.
on the L8th Bragg ordered a cavalry division of two

brigades to follow the infantry arready dispatched, it
arrived in central uississippi on the 3rd of the next
month. Five days later an additionar brigade from the
Atlantic seaboard arrived. The next day Davis ordered

Bragg to send an additional division south. These

reinforcements, along with additionar troops concentrated

from within the Department of Mississippi and East

Louisiana, brought Johnston's strength to more than 3oooo

men. At this point the combined forces of Johnston and

Pemberton outnumbered Grantts besieging army.. 4e

Yet Johnston derayed taking the offensive. His army

!ì/as handicapped by a shortage of transportation and

supplies and needed to properry organize the disparate
units arriving from alr over the lower south. Far from

considering his army ready to assume the attack, Johnston

Records, Vol. XXIV, part 3, p. 869 ¡Bearss, The Campaign For Vicksburg, VoI. flf, p. 969.

4efb-id., pp. 97O-gZ1-, 976-978¡ Official Records, VoI.XXIV, Part 3t pp. BBgt 979, 1OO9-1_010; Connel1y, eutumn ofGlory, p. 97.
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instead requested further reinforcements. seddon held out
no hope. He bluntly informed Johnston that he would have

to rely on what troops he already had.so

Attenpts to react,ivate Johnston's earlier plans of
aiding the situation in Mississippi from the Trans-

Mississippi Department also ferr far shorÈ of what !üas

necessary. Hormes, who had been a poor administrator at
best, had finally been superceded in command of the Trans-

Mississippi Department, in March of l-963. His repracement,

Kirby smith, had imnediately begun a total reorganization
of his ne$¡ conmand. This, horarever, took up varuabre time,
and when the dernands for the Trans-Mississippi to assist
vicksburg began to arrive at Kirby smithrs headquarters

Kirby Smith was sure he rrhad to do somethingrr but did not
know what.sl When he finally did act, instead of
concentrating his troops for a decisive thrust at one

object,ive, Kirby snith rather frittered his strength a\Ä/ay

in three separate maneuvers. vüalkerts Division, after a

long delay, made a half-hearted assaurt on young's point

and Milliken's Bend, both Union supply depots on the
MississippÍ River. Neither attack accomprished anything
to help out the Rebels besieged in Vicksburg.sz A second

soHorn, The Army of Tennessee, p. ZL7.

slRichard Taylor, Destruction and Reconstruction(7879, rpr. New York I L9SS) | pp. L62-L66, Officiãt
Records, VoI. XXIV, Part 3, p. 846.

s2winters, The CivíI lilar in Louisiana, pp. LTB-2OZ.
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advance against the Federars in the Lafourche country of
southern Louisiana by General Richard raylor bore a

simirar lack of resurts. Finally, Hormes, nor^r reregated

to the command of the District of Arkansas, beratedty
moved to attack Helena, Arkansas. His unsuccessful

assault, on the Mississippi River town took place on July
4 | l_g63.s3

Not only the Trans-Mississippi racked cohesion in its
strategy. The need for reorgani-zation within Johnston's

Army of Relief , which r¡ras restructured at reast three
times in as many weeks, was a reflection of the
disorganization that existed over the command of the
Department of the west. Armost a month after reaving
Tullahoma, Johnston was sent a message from seddon

suggesting that, more reinforcements from Bragg be ordered

to Mississippi by Johnston. Johnston repried that he did
not consider himserf to have any authority in Tennessee

since being sent to Mississippi, and therefore did not
feel that he courd order Bragg to do any such actíon. A

reply was immediatery sent by Davis that censured Johnston

for thinking that, although he had been sent to
MississiþÞi, his assignment as conmander of the Department

of the lrlest had been precluded. Johnston pointedly
telegraphed back that the repeated troop transfers ordered

s3Robert L. Kerby, Kirby Smith's Confederacy, TheTrans-Mississippi South, l-863-1865 (New york, 1974, pp.
1l_2-113, 72L.
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by Davis had convinced him that he had índeed been

restricted in his command to only the Department of
Mississippi and East Louisiana.r

Johnston arso drew attention to another infringement
by Richmond upon the integrity of the Department of the

!{est. on June I the lrlar Department had estabrished the

Department of the GuIf, a command encompassing Mobile and

the approaches to ít, as a separate department within
Johnston's Department of the West. This action was taken

at the suggestion of the forrner conmander at Mobile, Simon

Bolivar Buckner. Nevertheless, because Johnston was not

consurted on this decision, it cannot have been viewed as

a vote of confidence on the part of Johnston.ss

Actions by the Federals in Middle Tennessee and

Mississippi now began to overwherm the confederates. on

the 26E}: of June Rosecrans began a movement against

Bragg's flanks that forced him to retreat to the south of
the Tennessee River. Badry outnumbered and outmaneuvered,

Bragg took up a defensive position in Chattanooga on the

4th of July. On the same day Vicksburg feII to its
Northern besiegers. These twin disasters galvanized

Richmond to compretely redesign the department.ar structure

saconnelly, Autumn of Glory, pp. g7-gg; Govan and
Livingood, A Dífferent Valor, p. ZLLì Official Records,
VoI. XXIV, Part 7,t p. 226¡ Vol. XXIV, part 3, pp. 97-97\.

sslþid., VoI. XXIfI, part 2 | pp. 833-834; Vol. XXVI,
Part 2t p. 40.
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in the West. By this time Davis had completely 1ost, aII
confidence in Johnston's strategic capabirities. Johnston

had proven unwilling to act to save Vicksburg; Davis

blamed Lhis inactivity for the loss of Pemberton's army.s6

Johnston was relieved of his jurisdiction over

Bragg's Department No.2 and the Department of East

Tennessee on Jury 22nd. Three days lat,er Department No. 2

was redesignated as the Department of Tennessee. This new

department absorbed the Department of East Tennessee but

onry included Arabama north of and Tennessee east of the

Tennessee River and that part of Georgia west of a line
from the Brue Ridge Mountains in North carolina south to
the Georgia Railroad and thence from there along the

railroad via Atranta to Ìrlest point on the Alabama-Georgia

border. on August L2 the demarcation betrn¡een the two

departments was adjusted to give Bragg jurisdiction over a
section of ALabama north of a line running along the

southern borders of Calhoun, St. Ctair, Blount, Morgan,

Lawrence, and Franklin counties.sT

This left Johnston in control over pemberton's former

Departrnent of Mississippi and East Louisiana as welr as

56Davis, The Rise and Fall of the Confederate
Ggvçrnment, VoI. fI, pp. 422-424¡ Johnston, Narrative of
Military Operat,íons, p. zLL.

sTtbid. i Amann (ed. ) ,VoI. I, pp. L89, L99, 2O4¡
ParE 2, pp. 93t, 964.

Personnel of the Civil [ùar,
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West Tennessee and much of A1abama. Yet the command

structure over which ,fohnston presided remained tangled

and confused. In the Department, of Mississippi and East

Louisiana Johnston hras designat,ed as being in charge of
the rrforces in the f ieldtt. The post of departmental

commander was left vacant; Johnston, however, exercised

thís role in his continuing capacity as commander of the

Department of the west, which retained jurisdiction over

the Department, of Mississippi and East Louisiana.

Johnston also directed the Reber forces in Arabama as the

commander of the Department of the ürest, und.er which both

the Alabama remnant of the nohr defunct Department No. 2

and the Department of the GuIf remained.ss

Johnston r/üas nord faced with the need to reconstruct
his command. of prímary concern was the need t,o protect
the vitar remaining rair lines in Mississippi from union

raids. Mississippi still was an important source of
agricultural resources, but these hrere only of miritary
value if they courd be transport,ed to where they v¡ere

needed. Johnston also had to defend tlie industriar
centres of selma and Montgomery in Arabama. The ross of
these rnunitions producing areas wourd be a disaster of
immense proportions for the confederate rûar effort.
Johnston fert that these tasks could be largely handred by

ssAmann (ed. ) ,pp. L87, 2O4.
Personnel of the Civil War,
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cavalry. He therefore declared hirnself willing to
transfer almost arl of his infantry out of his department,

retaining only what he felt hras necessary to man the

fortifications of Mobile shourd a Federar threat arÍse
against this city.se

Bragg, wait,ing with his army in Chattanooga for the

next union advance, h¡as not as optimistic as Johnston.

His newry independent command had been given jurisdiction

over a rapidly shrinking area. Virtually all of Middle

Tennessee hras in Union hands. The agriculturally
important Tennessee River Valley was now on the front
line, and should chattanooga faII it wourd be effectivery
cut off. The Department of Tennessee hras left with a

logistical base consisting only of part of northwestern

Georgia, northeastern Alabama, and East Tennessee. For

Bragg the area guarded by the forces in Johnston's

department v¡as of vital importance.60

At this tine it was becoming clear to many western

officers that a concentration of the forces in the west

hras necessary. Polk, commanding a corps in the Army of
Tennessee, wrote Davis on JuIy 26 urging him to accept the
proposal that Johnston's and Braggts armies be combined to

seJohnston, Narrative of Military Operations, pp.
253-254; Connelly, Autumn of Glory, p. t47.

mrbid.
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stop Rosecrans.dl Two weeks previously Bragg had written
to Johnston about the feasibility of such a concentration,
although he suggested that this act.Íon take place in
Mississippi.62 The üIar Department graduarry began to take

notice of these plans, and in the fírst week of August

Seddon asked Bragg if, should he be reinforced by

Johnston, he wourd be able to take the offensive against

Rosecrans. a,t the same Èine Richmond inquired as to what

forces could be sent to Tennessee by Johnstonrs

department.63 Yet here the talk of concentration starled.
Johnston became increasingry embroired in a retter writing
controversy with Davis over their respective rores in the
defeat, at vicksburg and, apart from agreeing to send Bragg

all his infantry ress two brigades, he did not pursue the
matter. Bragg too lost interest when he found out that
Johnston had only about 18ooo effective infantry on hand.

Even when reinforced by Buckner,s troops stirl in East

Tennessee, Bragg could only muster 40000 men. This was

still far too few to be able to move successfully against

Rosecrans. #

6lOfficial Records, VoI. XXfII, part Z, p. g32.

62Conne11y and Jones, The politics of Command,
1_31--l_32.

pp.

63off icial Records, VoI. xxlrl r
Conne11y, Autumn of Glory, pp. 1,47-L48.

Part 2, p.936¡

øtbid., p. L48.
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Only when the Federals shelled Chattanooga on the

2l-st of August did reinforcements for Bragg become a

matter of paramount concern. That same day, Bragg,

desperate for aid, telegraphed Johnston for assistance.

Johnston, vrary after his bouts with Davis, in turn asked

the War Department if he was authorized to send any aid
from his department. Richmond gave its approval and on

the 22nd Johnston announced that he was dispatching tv¡o

divisions to the Department of Tennessee.6 The infantry
reinforcements sent by Johnston, hohrever, hrere far short
of what he had earlier promised. The two divisions
totalled onry 90oo infantry, Johnston retained 1i-7oo

infantry under his command, incruding severar brigades

defending Mobi1e.66 Furthermore, he specified that these

reinforcements hrere a loan and shourd be returned promptly

when Bragg was finished with them. This rn¡as said in spit,e

of the fact that one of the two divisions, Breckinridge's,
originally came from the Arrny of Tennessee.6T

The same week Bragg carled for reinforcements from

East Tennessee. Here Buckner faced the threat of a

Northern invasíon force from eastern Kentucky; he rearized
that he would not be able to remain in position in front

6official Records, Vol. Xxx,

6ólbid. , vol. xxvr , part 2 ,
XXX, Part 4, pp. 572-573.

67¡_bid. r PP. 540-541_.

Part 4, pp. 529-530t 538.

pp. 1-63 | 1-64 , 190; VoI.
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of Knoxville. Even sor his movement towards Braggrs army

rnlas made in the same hatf-hearted way as r/ìras Johnstonts.

Buckner only withdrew south as far as Loudon on the

Tennessee River.ffi Thís reluctance to join up with the

Army of Tennessee can probably be bramed on the confusion

created by the lrlar Departrnent when it merged the

Department, of East Tennessee and Department No. 2 to form

the Department of Tennessee. The Adjutant-GeneraUs order

of July 25 announcing the change stated that, Buckner

should continue to report directly to Richmond.6e On

August 6, when Bragg had officiarly taken charge of East

Tennessee, Richmond stated that the administration of the

former Department of East Tennessee hras to remain a'part
of Buckner's duties. The resurt was that Buckner appeared

torn between his responsibitities to defend East Tennessee

and the same tirne aid Bragg. onry when KnoxvÍIle hras

captured on the 2nd of september and Bragg abandoned

chattanooga did Buckner retreat from the Tennessee varrey
to join Braggts main column in northern ceorgia. 70

Realization of the seriousness of the situation in
the Department of Tennessee finally prompted Davis to
consider for the first time the possibilities of
reinforcing the vtest from the Army of Northern virginia.

68conne11y, Autumn of Glory, p. L4g.
6eofficiat Records, Vol. xxIII , parL 2, p. 931_.

7oÏbig. , p. 954; Horn, TheArmy of Tennessee, pp. 24L-242.
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This idea had been raised before by General Longstreet,,

one of Lee's corps commanders. In the spring of 1963 he

had suggested that his corps be dispatched to unite with
Bragg's army in order to strike against Rosecrans and

force Grant to withdraw from Vicksburg. His plans had

been vetoed and inst,ead Lee pushed north into
Pennsylvania, eventuatly meeting defeat at Gettysburg.

Now Longstreet again urged that he be sent west.7l Davis

finally made his decision on about September 5. On the
6th of that month orders hrere issued for Longstreet to
take two divisions of his corps and move at once to
reinforce Bragg.n

At the same tirne the Department of !ùestern Virginia
r^ras given command of the northern section of the former

Department of East Tennessee. This region had been

isolated from the rest of Braggts and Bucknerrs commands

by the Federal occupation of Knoxville. rt was hoped that
Generar samuer Jones, conmander of the Department of
vlestern virginia, would be abre to move against Burnside's

TlArcher Jones, rrThe Gettysburg Decisionn, Virginia
Magazine of History and Biography, VoI. LXVIII, ño.3
(l-960), pp. 336 338.

72No record exists of exactly when Davis made up his
mind to order Longstreet's move. Lee met wiÈh oavis in
Richmond during the first week of september and on the 6th
issued his orders to Longstreet. Connelly, Autumn of
Glory, p. 151-; Officía1 Records, Vol. XXIX, part 2, pp.
7 00-7 0L.
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Uníon army in East, Tennessee.T3

The reinforcements so desperately needed by Bragg

gradually arrived and built up his strength. The first to
appear, oD August 28, !,¡ere the two divisions from

Mississippi. Next to show up, in the second week of
September, was Buckner's force. In reply to yet another

appeal by Bragg, oD September 7 an additional two brigades

of infantry began the journey from Mississippi and arrived
severar days rater. Longstreetts advance guard, however,

only reached Bragg on the 20th of September, in time to
just participaÈe in the rast day's action of the Battre of
ChÍckamarJga.74

The Confederate victory at Chickamauga seemed., at
first grance, to have vindicated the departmentar system.

Troops from throughout the south had been successfulry
concentrated into a large army that had been abre to
decisivery defeat an advancing Federdl force. yet at the
same time several problems stíII remained. perhaps the
greatest problem was the way in which departmental changes

only took place in response to a crisis. The system stiIl
lacked strong central co-ordination. In Mississippi,
Johnston had vacillated over reinforcing Bragg, finally
releasing his troops to go to Tennessee in a piecemeal

73lbid., VoI. xxx,
74 rþid. , p. 6L9 ¡

Operations, p. 255.

Part 4, pp.

Johnston,

6r-6-618.

Narrative of Military
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fashion. I{hile originally advocating concentration he

proved to be arr too susceptible to the proprietary
instinct of a departmental commander. rndeed, almost

irnrnediatery af ter the Rebel victory at chickamaug'a, two of
the brigades he had dispatched to Bragg were returned to
Johnstonts command.T5 Bucknerts srowness in reinforcÍng
Bragg also irrustrated the lack of central control.
Although the war Department had integrated the Department

of East, Tennessee into Bragg's command, it then eroded

this unity by confusing the issue of Bucknerrs

responsibilities. The changing of departmentar boundaries

and responsibilities only v¡hen military needs demanded

irnmediate action also meant that ronger term problems

often went unsolved. The retreat of Bragg into northern
Georgia cut the Army of Tennessee off from rnuch of its
department. The Georgia section of Braggrs jurisdiction
!ìras small and of rittre varue as a source of sustenance.

As the Army of Tennessee grew in size it became

increasingly dependant on Johnstonrs neighbouring
department for its logístical support.

Finally, Davis, unwillingness to send Longstreet to
Georgía without first obtaining Lee's consent caused this
move to be derayed for a dangerousry rong period of time.
vühen this decision finally was made the shortest route to
chattanooga r¡ras arready gone; the capture of Knoxvilre had

Tsofficial Records, VoI. XXX, part 4, pp. 689, 733.
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cut the vitar rail rine between East Tennessee and

virginia. Longstreet's corps had to take a roundabout
journey through North and south carolina and Georgia. Atl
these derays stemmed from one basic probrem the
structure of the departmentar system left final decisions
of interdepartmental troop movements up to the
departmental commander. As long as Davis persisted in
only requesting departmental commanders to co-operate,
instead of directry ordering commanders to send

reinforcements where they were needed, only when a major

crisis was well underway wourd a departmentar commander

feel irnpelred to arrow the removar of any of his men. yet

Davis appeared to have rearned a lesson from the vicksburg
campaign. He had invorved himself in the matter of
reinforcing Bragg to an unprecedented degree by urgíng Èhe

concentration of troops from severar departments.

rronically, his actions in the lr7est courd perhaps be said
to have done exactly what Johnston shourd have been doing

as commander of the defunct DepartmenÈ of the Vtest.

The victory gained at chickamauga hras to prove itself
holrow within two months. The period following the batÈre
hras largery one of confederate pararysis. Littre was done

to try to restructure the western command system to be

able to take advantage of the victory of late september.

This can primarily be bramed on the actions of Bragg. He

!ías determined to root out and destroy the cabar of
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officers within his army that had rost arr confidence in
his ability to command. rn so doing he transferred or
rerieved most of his corps commanders. At the same tine
he totally reorganized his army in order to disperse his
remaining enemies among the various divisions. As a

resurt the army remained besieging chattanooga and

negrected to t,ake any rear advantage of the situation
present,ed by September's victory.T6

fn spite of Federal movement,s to reinforce the Union

army in Chattanoogâ, the Confederates did lítt1e to
counter these moves. A council between Bragg and Davis,

called initially to try t,o estabrish a measure of carm

between Bragg and his generals, resorved littre in the way

of strategy apart from an agreement that Bragg would

remain on the defensive until strong enough to advance.TT

The strength of his army üras increased in mid to rate
october by the arrival of fíve brigades of exchanged

troops captured earlier in the year at Vicksburg, but
Bragg st,iIl did not choose to take the offensive.Ts

Johnston too was reinforced by returning vicksburg
prisoners, but he hras not willing to do much but husband

76The most comprehensive examination of Bragg's hrar
with his generals ís in Connelly, Autumn of Glorv, pp.
235-278.

TTConneIIy and Jones, The politics of Command, p. L4t.
Tsofficial Records, VoI. xxx, part 3t p. 62g¡ part 4,p. 760.
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his resources for the future. Ironically, after atl the
tark earlier in the year of transferring troops from the

Trans-Mississippi, the troops parored at vicksburg which

had originally come from the states west of the

Mississippi, with the exception of Missouri, hrere sent

home to await theír exchange and so !üere lost to the

western armies. Te

Nevertheless, some attempts to force Rosecrans to
abandon Chatt,anooga were made. Bragg sent his cavalry
under wheerer to attack the union supply lines. vtheelerrs

shreep through Middle Tennessee succeeded onry in using up

his cavarry in a series of debiritating marches. Johnston

planned to use his large cont,ingent of cavalry to strike
out from northern ALabama in support of lrlheeler. But, S.

D. Lee, in command of Johnstonts cavalry, abandoned his
raid when he heard about the condition of lrÏheeler's

command. so

By mid-November, when the strong Union reínforcements

sent to aid chattanooga were in prace, the confederates

r^/ere not abre to ef fectively oppose the Northerners.

rndeed, the morale of the Reber forces surrounding

chattanooga was so poor that the southerners, for the

first tÍme, riìrere actually routed en masse from the fierd
of battle. The Army of Tennessee vras arso dangerously

7elbid., vol. xxrv, part 3,

soconnelly, Autumn of Glory,

p. 1060.

pp. 269-270.
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hreakened by the absence of one third of its troops.
Bragg, determined as much to have Longstreet removed from

his army as he was interested in reoccupying East

Tennessee, had sent Longstreet and his corps to advance

against Burnside's army at Knoxvirre. The result of this
strategic tangent T¡ras to ensure the confederate defeat at
Chattanoogâ, as well as removing Longstreet from any

further effective strategic rore in the west. Longstreet

v/as herd at bay in front of Knoxvilre and then forced to
retreat along the East Tennessee and virginia Railroad
into the northern Tennessee valrey once he was isolated by

the Union victory at Chattanooga on November 23-25.8L

The final campaigns of 1863 had come almost as an

antí-climax to the victory at chickamauga. The battre in
september had shown what inter-departmental co-operation
had the potentiar to do. Richmond rras forced to concede

that concentration of various forces throughout the south

hras necessary for confederate survivar. yet the last
months of l-863 saw little change in the confederate

departmental policy. Írlhen the crisis was passed, the
system l'ras arlowed to remaín unchanged. After the union

victory at chattanooga the pace of the war slowed down as

both sides went into winter quarters. rt remained to be

seen how the confederates would rebuild their various

81rbid. ,rrLongstreet
Battles anrl

pp. 262-264,
at Knoxvillerr,

Leaders, VoI. IfI,

267; E. P. Alexander,
Johnson and Buel (eds. ) ,pp.746-75L"
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r/üestern conmand structures for the oncomíng struggles of

the next year.
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CHAPTER IV

DEFEAT TN THE WEST

4.L THE CAMPATGN FOR ATLANTA

On November 29, 1863 Braxton Bragg put in a request

to be rerieved of hÍs command. After the disaster at
chattanooga it $ras obvious that he no longer courd be

retained in charge of the Army of Tennessee. Braggrs

resignation set off a round of discussion as to who his
successor should be. Finally, after a sometimes

acrimonious debate, which included Davis, his Cabinet, and

a number of leading congressmen, it was decided to give
the command to Joseph Johnston. on December i-g Johnston

received orders to hand over his command to Generar pork

and then proceed to northern Georgia to take up his nevr

assignment. Bragg, still a favourite of Jefferson Davis,

was appointed as the President's Chief-of-Staff.1
Johnston was forced to deal with a number of probrems

in his nehr rore as commander of the Department of
Tennessee. one of the most contentious faced him almost

as soon as he arrived in Dalton, where the Army of
Tennessee had taken up position for the winter. Two days

lcovan.and Livingood, A Different Va1or, pp. 235-239¡
Johnston, Narrative of Military Operations, p. 261-.
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before christmas, Davis wrote Johnst,on urging him to take

the offensíve as soon as possible.2 But for Johnston an

offensive by the Army of Tennessee was simply out of the
question. The morale of the army had been broken by the

disaster at Chattanooga the previous fall, and more

importantly, togistical problems negated any thoughts of a

move against the Federals. The effective logist,ical base

of the Department of Tennessee had shrunk t,o an area

encompassed by the line of the Georgia and the Atranta and

vüest Point Railroads to the south, the Arabama-Georgia

state line to the west, and the 83rd Meridian to the

east.3 Because of these constricting boundaries the task
of rebuilding the Army of Tennessee r^/as made that much

more difficult. rn contrast, the neighbouring Department

of South Carolina, Georgia and Florida, although

relativery devoid of troops, retained rarge areas of rand

that could have been used for logistical support.

Likewise, the rich Black Bert region of Alabama h/as in the

adjacent department now under polk.a

fn spite of these problems Johnston continued to be

pressured to take the offensive. Through the course of
the winter several different prans v/ere presented to the

2official Records, VoI. XXXI, part 3, p. g56.

3Amann (ed.), Personnel of the Civit Vüar, Vol. f , pp.
L78 | L99.

aConnelly and Jones, The politics of Command, p. l_56.
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conmander of the Army of Tennessee. The first of these,

formulated by P. G. T. Beauregard, proposed a

concentration in Darton of troops drawn from virginia, the
carorinas, and Mississippi. Thus reinforced, the Army of
Tennessee bras to advance into Middre Tennessee and break

up Shermanrs line of communications.s

Next, a series of proposals by Longstreet suggested

that his corps advance from East Tennessee into Kentucky

as a precursor to a move by Johnston into Middre

Tennessee. Longstreetts motives, however, may have had

more to do with seÌf-promotion than with strategic
foresight. rn December of i-863 the Department of East

Tennessee had been recreated under Longstreetrs command.

The reconstitution of this department on one hand sirnply
recogrnized the effective separation of this region from

the army in northern Georgia, yet at the same time it
added to the problems of co-ordinating any offensive
actions.6 Indicative of the confusion over exact
responsíbilities in this region hras the fact that the
proper boundaries of this command !,¡ere not fulry sperled
out until the l-st. of February.T

sIbid.r,pp. L42-L45¡ James McDonougrh and James Jones,
üIar so Terrible, sherman and Atranta (New york, rggT'), p.
69.

6Conne1ly and Jones, The politics of Command, pp.
l_57-1-58.

Tofficial Records, Vol. xXxII, part 2, p. 644.
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A third plan by PoIk proposed an advance by hin from

northern Mississippi or Alabama after he had been

reinforced from Darton. At the same time Longstreet was

to move into centrar Kentucky. polk may have been

emboldened by the reorganization of his command in rate
February. on January 28 the Department of the Gulf, the
Department of Mississippi and East Louisiana, and the
Deparfment of the Ìrlest were formalry combined into a nehr

command entitled the Department of Arabama, Mississippi
and East Louisiana. while this change did not materiarry
improve PoIkts overall command, which comprised

approximatery 25000 effectives, it served to untangle the
ambiguous chain of command which had been in existence
until then.8

Meanwhile in Richmond a plan hras put together by

Davis that projected a march by Johnston to a point south

of Knoxvilre and then, in conjunction with Longstreet, a

movement into Middle Tennessee. To aid Johnston he woul_d

be reinforced with 5ooo men from pork and loooo more from

Beauregard.9

Johnston responded to all of these proposars in the
same way. He repeatedly stated that the Army of Tennessee

h/as much too weak to undertake any offensive actíon. He

8lþid. , pp. 813-8i-4 , 627 | 5g2-583 .

eConnelly and Jones, The politics of Commandr pp.
L46-L47 ; McDonough and Jones, lrTar So Terrible, p. 69 ¡Official- Records, Vol. XXXIf, part 3, pp. 6L4-6L5.
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hlas both short of food and Richmond had, in his opinion,
severely overestimated his troop strength. FinalIy,
Johnston argued that any strategy except that of defense

was impossibre due to a severe shortage of horses and

wagons.lo

Nevertheless, the fact that, Richmond was sending out
plans for offensive action was in ítse1f an innovation.
rn the past both the President and the war Department had

usually restricted themselves to at most ordering the
transfer of reinforcements from one department to another

in reaction to Northern movements. The strategic planning

in earry L864 for an offensive therefore signalled a break

with Davis'defensive out,rook of the previous year.

Although the means for carrying out these proposals \Á/ere

lacking, Davis appeared to have finarly accepted the need

for hirn to activery order inter-departmentar troop
movements as

initiatives.ll
a precursor to Southern strategic

Davis' role as an inter-departmental co-ordinator was

tested in earry February. sherman, operating out of
Vicksburg, suddenry struck eastward towards Meridian,

Míssissippi. By the 14th sherman had reached his
objective. Potk, uncertain of Federar intentions,

locoff , Confederate Supply, pp. 2o4-2o7.
llConnelly and Jones, The politics of Command, pp.

L47 , 1,52.
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appealed for aid and seddon repried from Richmond that
reinforcements would be forthcoming. After requests to
Johnston to send assistance to Mississippi r¡rere turned
down Davis finalry ordered Johnston to detach Hardee's

Corps less one division and rush this infantry to polk.l2

sherman had, however, outmaneuvered the Rebel forces.
By the time the head of Hardeers column reached

Mississippi sherman had begun to withdraw the same way he

had come, his aim accornplished with the destruction of the
industriar and rail centre of Meridian. DeÌays by both

Polk and Davis had enabled the Federal forces to ravage

central Missíssippi and then escape unscathed.13 fn
addition, Davis' inítial reluctance to order Johnston to
send aid to Mississippi called into question his desire to
act with more resolve in co-ordinating inter-departmental
affairs.

üIith the passing of the Meridian crisis Richmond

resumed Íts push for an offensive by the army in northern
Georgia. Presumabry in response to Johnston's compraints

of a rack of a proper logísticar base, his department was

enlarged on the 25th of March to ínclude the western harf
of AÌabama aÌong a line running from Gunter's Landing on

the Tennessee River, through Gadsen and then along the

i2officiat Records, VoI. XXXII, part 2| pp. 7L6,729, 75L-752, 755; VoI. LIf, part 2, p. 62L.

. l3Margie learss, Shermants Forqotten Campaign, TheMeridian Expedition (Baltimore, LggT) | p. L77.
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coosa River to its junction v¡ith the Tallapoosa River.
From here the boundary ran in a straight line to the

intersection of the northern boundary of Frorida with the

chattahoochee River. The Department of Tennessee arso

continued its jurisdiction over northern Arabama and

northwestern Georgia.la

Although this increase in the extent of the
Department of Tennessee gave it a larger region from which

to draw suppries and manpower, its geographicar boundaries

still contradicted what Johnston savr as the strategic rore
of the Army of Tennessee the defence of AÈrant,a. The

vital production centres of Macon, Augusta, and columbus

remained under the control of the neighbouring Department

of South Carolina, Georgia and Florida. The equally
J-rnportant factories in the selma and Montgornery region of
Al-abama also did not come under Johnston's authority.
Therefore, it can only be presumed that the authorities in
Richmond hoped to pressure Johnston into capturing a neh/

source of manpohrer and supplies for himself in Middle

Tennessee.

Sherrnanrs advance against Dalton in early May put an

end to Èhe strategic debate over what Johnston shourd do

with his army. Even though Johnston appeared to hord a

position of considerabre naturar strength, he immediately

informed Richmond of his need for reinforcements. The war

l4official Records, VoI. XXXff, part 3t pp. 673-674.
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Department did not hesitate, and immediately ordered pork

to dispatch at least one division to Johnston's aid.ls

Polk moved to comply, in spite of his earlíer rejection of
a suggestion that he send this same division to Johnston

before, inst,ead of after, it was needed. At the same

time, Pork shifted his remaining infantry and one cavarry

division into a position vrhere they could protect the

western flank of the Army of Tennessee.l6

As pressure mounted against Johnston in norÈhern

Georgia he again called for help from outside his
department. on May 8 he informed polk that the need for
him to move to Georgia together with his troops !ì/as a
matter of the utmost importance. In response polk

undertook to shift his entire force of loooo infantry and

4000 cavalry to Johnstonrs side. fn polk's absence

command of the Department of Alabama, Mississippi and East

Louisiana devolved upon General S. D. Lee.17 polk's

arrival, along with other reinforcements from within the

Department of Alabama, Mississippi and East Louisiana,

allowed Johnston to form a third corps for his army. In
addition Johnston arso received aid from the Department of

lstbid., vol. xxxvrrr, part 4, p.

16Parks, General Leonidas polk
660.

c. s-A- p. 372;
Conne1ly, Autumn of Gloryr pp. 332, 334

l7-Ib.igl., VoI. xxXVIIf , part 4, p. 680; parks, General
Leonidas PoIk C. S.A. , p. 373.
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South Carolina, Georgia and Florida.18

After these reinforcements arrived, though he

continued to be hard pressed by sherman, Johnston received

no more help from outside his department. fn fact a

dispute broke out between Richmond and polk over the

number of troops Pork had removed from his department.

The üIar Department claimed that potk had weakened the

southern position in Míssissippi and Alabama by taking too

many troops Èo Georgia. polk replied that he had been

ordered to take all available forces and, faced with a

volatile situat,ion in Georgia, he had exercised his
dj-scretíon and taken more men east than his order required
him to. 1e

This dispute vras just the beginning of a long

disagreement between the westerners and Richmond over the

use of the forces in the Department of Alabama,

Míssissippi and East Louisiana to assist the embattled

Army of Tennessee. As early as May 7, while polk hras

still moving to join the Army of Tennessee at Dalton,

Johnston had asked him if he courd send a force of cavalry
against sherman's line of communication in Middre

18In addition to Po1k's two infantry divisions and
one cavarry division, Reynords' and euarles, Brigades hrere
sent from Mobile, and Mercer's Brigade was dispaÈched from
Savannah. Official Records, Vol. XXXVIII, part 4t pp.
668, 732; E. C. Dawes, rrThe Confederate Strength in the
Atlanta Campaignrr, Johnson and BueI (eds.), Battles and
Leaders, VoI. IV, p. 28L.

leParks, General Leonidas polk C.S.A., p. 373.
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Tennessee. Three days rater he repeated the request to
Polk's successor S. D. Lee, claiming that. such a raid, if
successful, night produce great results. Johnstonrs

desire to destroy the Middre Tennessee rail- rine arong

which sherman was drawing his supplies was based upon

intelligence reports which stated that the line r,üas

extremely vulnerable. onry four Federal cavalry regiments
protected the rout,e; infantry garrisons had been stripped
as troops hrere concentrated in Chattanooga.2o

As sherman advanced and his line of communication

continued to rengthen it !ûas increasingly fert by the
commander of the Army of Tennessee that the best chance

for forcing sherman back tay in destroying his rail l-inks

with the North. To this end Johnston continued to
repeatedry request that the cavarry in the Department of
Alabama, Mississippi and East Louisiana, or in the
Department of East Tennessee, be sent raíding into Middle

Tennessee. Johnston knew that by the l-st of June s. D.

Lee had under his command 15ooo cavalry. of these over

harf t/ere part of Forrest's cavarry, which had already
spent much of the month of May recruiting and

strengthening themserves in northern Mississippi and

20J. P. Dyer, rrsome Aspects of Cavalry Operations inthe Army of Tennesseerr, The Journar of soutñern History,
VoI. VIII, No. 2 (L942) , p. 2L7 ¡ Connelly, Autumn õiGlory, p. 374.
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v/estern Tennessee.2l

Despite this potential to halt the Union advance in
northern Georgiar Do movement against the Northern rine of
comrnunication was undertaken by the troops in Mississippi.
sherman, werr a!'¡are of the havoc confederate horsemen

could wreak, dispat,ched a series of raids int.o northern

Mississippi and Alabama with the sole objective of forcing
the southern cavalry to fight in their ov/n defense. At

the very time Johnston was appealing for help in June,

Forrest was being kept busy by a union corumn under

General Samuel Sturgis. Forrest defeated Sturgis, but
immediately sherman brought together another force of some

14000 men and sent them into northern Mississippi. To

counter this threat s. D. Lee united some loooo of his
cavalry and engaged the unionists in an indecisive battre
at Tupelo, Mississippi on JuIy L4.22

Sherman's series of raids, although repeat,edly turned

back, succeeded in their objective. Lee had initially
contemplated an expedition against Sherman's
communications. on the 1-6th of May he had. gone so far as

to report to Johnston that Forrest wourd advance into

21Ibid,, p. 376ì Official Records, Vol. XXXIX, part
2t p. 630i Thomas Jordan and J. p. pryor, The Campaígns of
(1868, rpr. Dayton, Ohio, L977), pp. 4Sg-459.

2zDyer, rrsome Aspects of Cavalry Operat,ions
Army of Tennesseerr, p. 2L8¡ W. S. Burns, rtA. J.
Defeat of Forrest at Tupelorr, Johnson and BueI
Battles and Leaders, Vol. IV, pp. 4ZL-422.

in the
Smith's
(eds. ) ,
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Midd1e Tennessee in four days. Two days later, hohrever,

the orders for the raid r/ìrere countermanded in the face of
the impending threat of a Federal raid from Tennessee.23

A second attempt to mount a raid under Forrestrs command

arso faltered at the beginning of the next, month. on June

3 Lee received nehrs of a large union column moving out of
Memphis. Forrest was hurriedly ordered to abandon his
raid into Middre Tennessee and reÈurn to northern
Míssissippi. At Brice's Cross Roads, oD June 10, Forrest
routed the Federar force under Generar sturgis. rn spite
of its defeat, therefore, this expedition had removed the
possibility of Lee aiding Johnston. On June j_g Lee

announced. that no invasion of Middle Tennessee would take
place as long as a threat to Mississippi rernained.z

Sherman,s cavalry raids also had a profound effect on

President Davis and Generar Bragg. Davis especialry
feared the consequences of ordering Lee to move out of hís
department into Middre Tennessee. since polk's infantry
had left the Mississippi and Arabama region any expedition
by Lee would uncover the vital íron and munitions
producing area in centrar Arabama. Davis' long-standing

23Officia1 Records, VoI. XXXVIfI, part 4, pp. 7L9,
729-730.

uconnelly, Autumn of Glory, p. 379¡ Thomas R. Hay,
'rDavis, Bragg and Johnston in the At,Ianta Campaignir,
Georgia _Historical Ouarterly, VoI. VIII, No. J_ Ggá+), p.
43¡ Official Records, VoI. XXXVIII, part 4, p. 75O¡ VoI.
XXXIX, Part 2, p. 655.
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aversion to the yielding up of any territory arso made him

hotd back from issuing orders which potentiarly rnight have

resurted in allowing a Northern advance into his home

state of Mississippi. fnstead, Davis told Lee that he

must use his own discretion on the matter. Lee, by

training not a cavalryman and inexperienced in his duties,
r^ras intinidated by the constant threat of Federar raids.
As a consequence he remained on the defensive, dispersing
his men in a long defensive cordon stretching from south-

central Mississippi to northern Alabama.ã

The Department of East Tennessee, from where Johnston

had arso hoped to direct a raid into Middre Tennessee, !ùas

to prove equalry disappointing. The physical condition of
the 4OOO cavalrymen in the department r,,ras very poor.

During the winter and spring two of the four brigades had

been sent into North carolina to find sustenance and

horses. The remaining brigades lrrere short of hreapons,

horses, and men.26 The departmentts command was also in a

state of confusion. From April to August of LB64 six
different officers controlled the Department of East

Tennessee. one of them was kirled in action and three of
them simultaneousry commanded the neighbouring Department

of vfestern virginia. As in Mississippi, a series of union

ãConnelly, Autumn of Glorv, pp. 377-3gL¡ Dyer, ilSome
Aspects of Cavalry Operations in the Army of Tennesseer,p. 2L9.

26official Records, Vol. xxII, part 3t pp. 842-846.
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raids into the department put the Rebers on the defensive.

rt hras not untir rate June that the Department of East

Tennessee was able to launch a raid against the

Northerners. This raid by General John Morgan was

directed into Kentucky, ho$/ever, and proved of no use to
Johnston; it only resulted in the destruction of the

raiders themse1ves.2T

By mid-summer Sherman had penetrated deep into
northern Georgia. Johnston, falting back in front of this
advance, allowed the Federar forces to come dangerousry

crose to the industriar regions of the central d.eep south.

The adrninistration in Richmond rapídly rost alI confidence

in the commander of the Army of Tennessee. Much of this
ross of confidence can be blamed directry on Johnston. He

apparently was unable to offer any plan of defense to
Richmond. Davis, aware that the Department of Alabama,

Mississippi and East Louisiana and the departments on the

Atl-antic coast had been stripped bare of infantry to
support the Army of Tennessee and the Army of Northern

virginia, anxiousry looked to Johnston to stop sherman.

Johnston, hohrever, lost both men and ground as he feII
back from one defensive position to another. when queried

by Richmond as to his int,entions arl he courd offer v/as

2TAmann (ed.), personnel of the Civil War, Vol. f , p.
t77 ¡ Husley, rrThe Department of West,ern Virginia:
Guardian of the Allegheniesrt, pp. 27A-272; Basil W. Duke,rfJohn Morgan in L864n,,Tohnson and Buel (eds.), Battles
and Leaders, Vol. IV, p. 424.
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that what, he did depended on Shermants actions.æ

But by the time Johnston gave this reply to Richrnond

he rras on the northern outskirts of Atlanta. He had

already passed up several opportunities to turn on

Sherman. At Cassville, two weeks after the campaign had

opened, he had refused to attack sherman because of the
reructance of some of his subordinates. Likewise, he had

abandoned his fortified position on the north bank of the
chatt,ahoochee without a f ight.2e Johnston arso did
nothing to conciliate the officials in Richmond. The

rancorous debate during the previous winter over the
question of a Reber offensive had shaken Davís/ support

for Johnston. Johnston's confusing statements about his
actual strength also led to questions about his
competence. On June 10 the returns of the Army of
Tennessee reported 60465 effective infantry, cavalry and

artirlery, but at the same time reported a total aggregate

strength of 824L3 men. Johnston never explained the
difference of 22OOO troops.æ

æRichard McMurry, rr \The Enemy
E. Johnston and the Confederate
History, VoI. XXVII, No. 1(1991_)

at Richmond': Joseph
Governmenttt, Civil Ïrfar
, p. 29¡ McDonough and
Offícial Records, VoI.Jones, $lar So Terrible, p. 2O3¡

XXXVIII, Part 5, p. 883.

zeThomas R.. Hay, rrThe Davis-Hood-Johnston Controversy
of ]-864tt, Mississippi Valley Historicat Review, VoI. Xi,No. l- (L924), p. 69¡ Govan and Livingood, A Different
Valof, pp.3o1,306-307; McDonough and Jones, Irlar SoTerríb1e, pp. 2OO, 2OL-2O3.

3oofficial Records, VoI. xxXVffI, part 3 | p. 77.
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Fina1ly, as Johnston positioned his army within the
northern fortifications of Atranta, Davis moved against
him. The order repracing Johnston concisery summarized

the governmentts unhappiness with him, tas you have failed
to arrest the advance of the enemy to the vicinity of
Atlanta, far in the interior of Georgia, and express no

confidence that you can defeat or repel him, you are

hereby relieved from the command of the Army and

Department of Tennessee, which you wílr immediately turn
over to General Hoodrt .31

Hood, if nothing e1se, promised that he would fight.
fn a letter to Bragg, written a few days before his
appointment to army command, he criticized the abandonment

of northern Georgia and said that under no circumstances

shourd the Federars be perrnitted to gain the city of
Atlanta. The Northerners must be brought to battle even

if this entailed taking reckress chances.32 And Hood was

willing to take these chances. From the 2oth to the 28th

of July the Army of Tennessee sortied out from the
defenses of Atlanta three times, but each assault v/as

turned back by the Federars. By the end of Jury the Army

of Tennessee had sustained a total of i-gooo casualties in
these abortive attempts to defeat sherman. Forced to
pause to rebuild and regroup, Hood withdrew i-nto the

3ltbid., Part
32-tb.i_d. , Part

885.

879-880.
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At1ant,a fortif ications. 33

concurrent with Hoodts ascension to command the l{ar

Department, took action to transfer troops from the Trans-

Mississippi oepartment. No such movement of men had taken
place sínce L862, but on Jury 22 orders h/ere issued to
Generar Richard Taylor to move two divisions of infantry
across the Mississíppi; any other infantry which could be

spared was to folrow as soon as possible.Y Kirby smith,
commanding the Trans-Mississippi Department, reluctantry
began to compry with this order. Nevertheress, he managed

to have the force which was to be transferred reduced from

9000 to 40oo men. Derays in gathering the necessary boats

needed to cross the Mississippi led to word of the
irnpending move reaching the Federars. They inrnediately
increased their river patrols, and on August 22 the entire
operation Ì/üas carred of f when Davis disavowed any

knowledge of the planned movement. Upon further
i-nvestigation it was determined that the plan to shift the
Trans-Mississippí troops had been originated sorery by

Bragg.3s

Hood, frustrated in his atternpt to defeat, sherman on

the fierd of battle, turned to another means to strike at

33Richard McMurry,
Southern Independence,

3slbid. , pp . g2-g3 ,Kirby Smith's Confederacy,

John BeII Hood and the War for
(Lexington, Kentucky, L9BZ), p. L34.

95-96 , l_08, Lt2 ,pp. 329-33L.
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the Northern army. Hood had been impressed with the
inadequacy of the union cavarry in the recent fighting
around Atlanta. Accordingry, he fert he courd safely
dispatch his own cavatry under vrtreeler against sherman's

line of communication. To assist Irtheererrs mounted force
Hood requested support from the neighbouring Department of
Alabama, Mississippi and East Louisiana. But as before,
this request did noÈ have the desired result. s. D. Lee

had beenr oD Hood's promotion to command of the Army of
Tennessee, transferred to take over Hoodrs corps on July
26. Accordingry Richmond had issued orders to General

Richard Taylor to assume command of the Department of
Arabama, Mississippi and East, Louisiana, but Tayror hras

derayed in taking up his ne'¡r posting by the scheme to
transfer troops across the Mississippi. combined with
this confusion in the department's command structure yet
another Federal raid was raunched into northern
Mississippi. Hood's appeal went unanswered.36

$Iheerer's raid proved to be badly mismanaged. Taking

along about 4500 men, lrlheerer pranned to destroy the
western and Atlantic Rairroad south of chattanooga and

then cross into Middle Tennessee. vüheerer left Atlanta on

August 10. After some earry successes in northern Georgia

wheerer pushed on into Tennessee by a circuitous route

36McDonough
OfficiaÌ Records,
XXXIX, Part 2, p.

and Jones, lrlar So Terrible r p.
VoI. XXXVIII, Part St pp. gLZt 9L7;
778.

286 ¡
Vol.
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that exhausted his troops. As a result he was unable to
accomprish his objectives in the volunteer state,
returning to the Army of Tennessee in septernber with his
troops badry demorarized and weakened to a strength of
only 1OOO men.37

v{ith Hood besieged in Atranta, the government in
Richmond finarly undertook to provide the Army of
Tennessee with a geographicar command more suited to its
assignment. The Department of Tennessee ü/as expanded to
the south and east to take in alr of northern Georgia

north and west of a line running along the Augusta and

savannah Rairroad from Augusta to Mi11en, then along the
western boundaríes of Bulroch and Tattnall counties and

the south bank of the ocmurgee River to the northeast
corner of lrwin county. From there the line of
demarcaÈion proceeded south to the Florida state rine and

followed arong that border to the Appalachicola River.æ

under the ner/ìr name of the Department of Tennessee and

Georgia this extension marked the first time that the Army

of Tennessee incruded in its logistical base the vital
central- Georgian industrial centres of Augusta, Macon and

corumbus. But this change in boundaries, potentially a

3TMcDonough and Jones, Vtar So Terrible, pp. 2g6-287ìDyer, rrsome Aspects of cavarry operations in the Army ór
Tennesseerr, p. 22oì officiar Records, vor. xxxrx, parl 2,p. 859.

3slbid. , VoI. XxxIx, part 2, pp. 277-778.
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source of additional strength for Hood, came too late
be of any help. Hood !{as forced to evacuate Atlanta
the 1st of September.

The failure to retain the city was as much a failure
of his generalship as it was a fairure of the system that,

r/ìras preventing all confederate forces in the western

region to be brought to bear against Sherman. Davis'
adamant refusal to order S. D. Lee to aíd the Army of
Tennessee when it stilr hras in northern Georgia seriously
weakened the efforts of both Johnston and Hood. The

bureaucratic debacre over the movement of reinforcements

from the Trans-Mississippi Department arso indicates the
continuation of the lack of inter-departmental co-

ordination.

Davis' actions can be partially explained by

understanding that he badly misread the Federar intentions
in the spring of L864. He overemphasized the Northern

threat facing first Polk and then S. D. Lee, and did not

rearize that the main thrust of the union forces in the

vüest was to be directed against Atlant,a. rronicalry,
while in L862 and 1863 Davis erroneously fert that the

North could not advance simurtaneously in both Mississíppi
and Tennessee, he now mistakenly berieved that such an

advance was tike1y.3e Davis, earlier emphasis on an

3eConne1ly, Autumn of Glory, pp. 294-295¡ Connelly
and Jones, The Politics of Command, pp. L6B-1_69, l_90-191.
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offensive by the Army of Tennessee also contributed to his
reluctance to dear with inter-departmentar difficulties.
When Davist plans for an offensive into Tennessee proved

unworkable the President appeared to lose his
determination to order inter-departmental co-operation.

What Davis apparently did not yet see r^ras that an

offensive l^ras impossible as long as the resources for such

a move were scattered throughout various departments.ao

1_68-t_69 | L73-L74.
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4.2 THE END TN THE WEST

fn the days following the loss of Atlanta, Hood began

examining his options for a new strategy" The direction
his plans lrere taking are evident in a request he made on

September 6 that, the Union prisoners-of-war at
Andersonville in southern Georgia be moved so that, he

would be abre to maneuver against the Northern lines of
communication without the need of keeping his army between

Sherman and the prison. At the same tine he suggested

that Davis should come out west, to consult on future
operations.4l

On September 25 Davis arrived at palmetto, Georgia to
inspect the Army of Tennessee and meet with Hood. Here

Davis moved first to confirm his support for Hood as

commander of the army. Although Hood proposed to resign
his position after the fall of Atranta, Davís now publicly
chose not to accept this offer.az Hood then went on to
lay out his plans as to what to do about Sherman. Hood

hras determined to assume the offensive before sherman

could regain the initiative, and so he argued against,

remaining south of Atranta any longer than absolutery
necessary. rnstead, Hood stated that in order to restore
the army's morare an imrnediate advance should take prace.

4lofficia1 Records, Vol. XXXVII, part S, pp. LO23-
LO24.

a2John B. Hood, Advance and Retreat,
Bloomington, Ind. , L959) | p. 254.
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Davis agreed with Hood, feeling that an aggressive

strategy r'ras essentiar to restore confederate fortunes in
the !,Iest.a3 Therefore, according to Hoodrs proposal, the

Army of Tennessee should be shifted north against the

Union supply line and thus force Sherman to abandon

Atlanta. After destroying the Federal communications in
northern Georgia, the Rebels would take up a posítion near

the Alabama-Georgia state line on the terminus of the

Alabama and Tennessee Ríver Railroad and await shermanrs

attack. If Sherman did not fotlow Hood from Atlanta the

confederates would then be in the perfect position to farr
upon Sherman's rear. FinaIIy, if Sherman sent part of his
army north to protect Tennessee, Hood felt certain that
the Union troops remaining in Georgia could be defeated

and driven north.a

After three days Davis left the Army of Tennessee and

travelled west to meet with Richard Taylor, nohr in command

of the Department of Alabama, Mississippi and East

Louisiana. As Hoodrs projected advance would force him to
draw supplies from Taylorts department, Davis was anxious

to estabrish just what Tayror wourd be abre to contribute

a3Thomas R. Hay, Hood, s Tennessee Campaigrn, (New
York, 1-929), p. 2O¡ William Cooper Jr., rrA Reassessment of
Jefferson Davis as Vüar Leader: The Case from Atlanta to
Nashvillerr, The Journal of Southern History, Vol. XXXVI,
No. 2 (1970), p. 198.

aHood, Advance and Retreat, pp. 254-255¡ Black, The
Railroads of the Confederacy, p. 264.
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to the success of Hoodts offensive. Taylor hras not

optimistic. In response to a query from Davis he stated

that he did not see any possibility of drawing

reinforcements from the Trans-Mississippi. AlL he could

offer was the promise of a raid by Forrest into Tennessee

and the transfer of 4OOO infantry from the defenses of
Mobile to the Army of Tennessee.4s on the question of
supplies Taylor was somewhat more positive. The rail 1ine

from Selma to Blue Mountain in northern Alabama would be

able to sustain the Army of, Tennessee during Hood's

initial move against sherman's communications in northern

Georgia. As well, should it be necessary for Hood to move

further west, the line of the Mobile and Ohio T¡/as

operational as far norÈh as Corinth, Mississippi.a6

At the same time as these consultations ü/ere going on

Davis began to restructure the western commands. On

october 1 the Department of Tennessee and Georgia !üas

relieved of its authority over any part of Alabama.aT

This shift in the boundaries between the Department of
Tennessee and Georgia and the Department of Alabama,

asForrest had already started northward on his raid,
crossing the Tennessee River on the 21st of September.
Jordan and Pryor, The Campaigns of Lieutenant General N.
B. Forrest, pp. 557-56L¡ Taylor, Destruction and
Reconstruction, pp. 250-252.

461-bid. , pp . 248, 25L; Black, The Railroads of the
Confederacy, p. 264.

4Tofficial Records, Vol. xxxIx, part 3, p. 77g.
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Mississippi and East Louisiana, however, forced the Army

of Tennessee to operate on the very edge of its
geographical jurisdiction. If Hood was to maneuver

against Federal rail lines in northern Georgia, Sherman's

army would lie between the Rebel army and the bulk of its
departmental base. But, âs Hood was already receiving all
of his logistical support from Taylor's comnand, this
change in structure v¡as of little immediate consequence.

More importantly, Davis sought to reinstate a multi-
departmental command in the lilest. General p. G. T.

Beauregard met with Davis in Augusta on October 2. Davis

outlined the strategy that he and Hood had agreed upon and

then offered Beauregard the leadership of a ner¡r command,

the Military Division of the West, which would encompass

both Hood,s Department of Tennessee and Georgia and

Taylor's Departrnent of A1abama, Missíssíppi and East.

Louisiana.4 Beauregard, albeit rel-uctantly, accepted

this new posting.

Several reasons existed for the creation of this neht

department. To begin with, Hood was seen as a 1iability
by segrments of both the army and the western civilian
population. The appointment of Beauregard served to
dampen any criticism of Hood; Beauregard would provide a

measure of both guidance and restraint to the commander of

48-rÞid., p. zg2.
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the Army of Tennessee.4e Beauregard would also serve to
co-ordinate logist,ics in the two western departments and,

most importantly, he would serve to ensure the fullest co-

operation between the troops under Hood and Tay1or.50

Yet several important, restrictions hrere placed on

Beauregard. His orders authorized hirn to operate
rrr¡¡herever in your judgement, the interests of your command

render it expedien¡rr.Sl But he was to exercise actual

command of any troops only when he v¡as present with the

army in question. As well, only in t,ime of crisis was he

to interfere with the generals j-n the field, a reference

specifically to Hood. In the end, Beauregard, like
Johnston two years earlier, felt profoundly uncertain of
how he hras supposed to perform his duties. A structure
which gave him general authority over a geographical

command instead of a specific army left hin unsure of
himself and his assignment.s2

Even as Beauregard began to undertake his ner/ìr

responsibilities problems in the Rebel strategy began to
surface. Hoodts move into northern Georgia was successful

in drawing Sherman northward to protect his line of

aeCooper, t,A Reassessment of Jefferson Davis as War
Leader: The Case from Atlanta to Nashvillerr, p. 2OL.

sorþig.

slofficía1 Records, VoI. XXXIX, part 3, p. 782.
52¡þi-d. i Hay, Hood's Tennessee Campaign, p. 29¡

lfiIlíarns, P. G. T. Beauregard, pp. 24L-242.
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conmunication. But Hood, instead of then attempting to
bring Sherman to battle, began to plan an advance north to
the Tennessee River in northern A1abama.s3 To this end

Hood requested that the Memphis and charreston Railroad be

repaired up to Decatur, Alabama, allowing him to be

supplied via the round about route 1eading north to
Corinth and then east to Decatur.r

On October 9, Beauregard and Hood met to discuss

their strategy. Hood appears to have left Beauregard out

of his p1ans, not telling hirn that he intended to move

further northward. Beauregard, assuming that Hood still
intended to force Sherman to attack hím, departed to try
to ensure that the Army of Tennessee could maintain a

source of supplies from central Alabama.ss One week

later, Hood, without further consultation with Richmond or

Beauregard, made the final decision to advance into
Tennessee. Feeling that the Army of Tennessee was in no

condition to face sherman in battle and fearful of rosing
the initiative he sar,,/ no choice but to continue to move

north, hopefully forcinq Sherman to follow him.s6

s3Connelly, Autumn of Glory, p. 4BL;
Records, VoI. XXXfX, Part 3, pp. 804-805.

official

54¡Þid., p. 805; B1ack, The Railroads of the
Confederacy, p. 264.

ssMcMurry, John BelI Hood, p. l-60.

s6Ibid. r pp. 1,6L-L62ì Hood, Advance and Retreat, pp-
263-264.
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If Shernan did not chose to follow hirn, however, Hood

st.ill proposed to invade Middle Tennessee. This abandoned

the strategy decided on by Hood and Davis at the beginning

of the month. Nevertheress, Beauregard, finarly meeting

with Hood on october 20, reluctantry gave his approvar to
Hoodts new pran, urging his subordinate to move wíth the
utmost speed so as to be in Middle Tennessee before the
Northerners vrere prepared to oppose him.s7

vühen Hood advanced to the rine of the Tennessee River
he again negrected to communicate his intentions to
Beauregard. rnstead of marching to Guntersvilre, he

approached the Tennessee River at Tuscumbia, ninety miles
further west in Alabama than originally planned.ss Here

the Arrny of Tennessee came to a hart. rt did not resume

the advance until the 19th of November, a delay of almost

three weeks.

During this period Beauregard sought to provide Hood

with more troops and a reliabre source of suppries. As a
first step he ordered Forrest to join hÍs cavarry with the
Army of Tennessee. Forrestts cavarry hras needed because

I¡lheeler, having returned from his long raid into
Tennessee, hras kept in Georgia to oppose shermanrs army.

Forrest was delayed, however, and only arrived in

sTCooper, ttA Reassessment of Jefferson Davis as warLeader: The case from Attanta to Nashvilrer, p. zo2¡Official Records, VoI. XLV, part It pp. 647-648
ssMcMurry, John BeIl Hood, pp. L64-L6s.
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Tuscumbia on the l-8th of November.5e Beauregard's efforts
to provide logisticar support for the Army of Tennessee

hrere arso srow to bear resurts. on the 23rd of october he

ordered the repair and refurbishing of the Mernphis and

charleston Railroad east of corinth. progress hras srow,

by the 1-8th of the forlowing month the line was compreted

only up to Barton, Alabama, stiIl twelve miles short of
Tuscumbia. Thus Hood Ì/ìras forced to waiÈ and accumulate

supplies for three vital weeks before he was again abre to
begin any offensive actions.60

Elsewhere in his command Beauregard also faced

mounting probrems. As Hood marched the Army of Tennessee

north to the Tennessee River, Sherrnan began his
preparations to march across Georgia. fn response

Beauregard made efforts to gather a force to stop sherman.

He hoped to bring together a combination of state miritia,
convalescents, cavarry, and reinforcements from the

Atlantic coast. rn his estimation there would be a total
of approximately 30000 men available. As it hras this
estimate hras highry optimistic; not even one harf of the
anticipated men r¡rere obtained.6l Neverthelessr on

seJordan and Pryor, The Campaigns of Lieutenant
General N. B. Forrest, pp. 606-608; Connelly, Autumn ofGlory, p. 485.

mBlack, The Railroad.s of the Confederacy, pp. 264-
266¡ Goff, Confederate Supplv, p. 2L7.

6lofficial Records, VoI. XLIV, pp. 932-933¡ Hood,
Advance and Retreat, p. ZBL.
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November 16 Taylor was ordered east into the Department of
Tennessee and Georgia to assume command of arl troops
operating against sherman. Then fears that Taylor wourd

be delayed red Beauregard to request that this command be

given instead to Hardee, conmander of the Department of
south carorina, Georgia and Florida. on Novernber L7 this
department was reconfigured to include arr of Georgia
south of the chattahoochee River. At the same time the
Department of south carolína, Georgia and Frorj_da was put
under the jurisdiction of the Miritary Division of the
West. Taylor was temporarily relegated to símply
inspecting the troops in Georg ia.62

At. the end of November Beauregard arso moved east to
try to provide some co-ordination to the Rebel forces in
Georgia. His ef forts rârere in vain , by the end of the year
sherman had reached the Atrantic coast at savannah.

Beauregard failed to hart sherman in part because neither
he nor Davis courd divine what sherman intended to do. rn
addition, southern forces were badry scattered throughout
The Military Division of the lrÏest in Mobile, Montgomery,

Macon, Augusta and savannah; onry a rapid concentration of
these forces might, have been abre to stop sherman, but
this Beauregard was not able to do. The deprorable

62official Records, vol. xl,rv, p. 859, 863, 866ì
Amann (ed.), personnel of the Civi1 Wãr, voi. a, p. 1,97¡Taylor, Destruction and Reconstruction, p. 257.
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condition of the southern rair network made that an

impossibility. oo

on the 31st of December Richmond granted Beauregard's

request that his command be rerieved of responsibility for
the Department of south carorina, Georgia and Florida,
reaving him free to concentrate on the probrems facing him

further to the west. Because it, !üas rearized that the
troops in the Department of south carorina, Georgia and

Florida would have to fall back ínto south carorina when

sherman again took up his advance, the Department of
Tennessee and Georgia was reft in command of Georgia west

of a line arong the Georgia Railroad from Augusta through
Iatrarrenton, sparta, and Mirredgevirre to the ocmurgee

River, down this same river to the western boundary of
coffee county, and then down the course of the Arrapaha

and Suwannee Rivers to the GuIf.ø

The confusion that pragued the western commands was

also refrected in the brief creation of the Department of
western Kentucky. This department was estabrished in
early september of LB64 to provide Brigadier Generar A. R.

Johnson with a ]egal framework to enforce conscription
behind union lines in western Kentucky. Johnson hras

replaced by Brigadier General H. B. Lyon the following

63of f icial Records, vol.
Williarns, P. G. T. Beauregard,

flofficiaf Records, Vol.
XLVII , Part 2, p. 99I.

XLIV, pp. 866, 890;
pp. 245-248.

XLIV, p. l_009-t_01_0; Vol .
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month v/hen the war Department v¡as informed that Johnson

had been captured.ó Lyon onry moved to take up his
position in November and did not enter the region of his
jurisdiction until earry December. His command never rose
above 800 men, but for two months he conducted a guerrilra
campaign in the area of Kentucky west of the Tennessee

RÍver, threatening union suppry rines along the ohio
River.6

Hood's campaign into Tennessee proved to be cruciar
for the western confederacy. Moving north once again on

the 19th of November, Hood armost trapped the main unj_on

force in the fierd at spring Hilr, but his failure here

v/as quickly followed a disasterous assault at Franklin at
the end of the month. The destruction of the Army of
Tennessee in front of Nashvirle in mid-December crushed
the last hopes in the western Confederacy.

Hoodts conduct during the invasion of Tennessee, in
addition to his poor tactical handling of his troops, only
served to add to the strategic problems in the lrlest. Hood

compretery neglected to communicate with Beauregard,

leaving the commander of the Miritary Division of the vÍest

unable to provide any strategic co-ordination at arr.
This situation curminated when Hood negrected to file a

6srbid. , Vol. XXXIX, part 2, p. 8:-7 ¡ vol. xLIx, part
L, p. 960.

66fbid., pp. 959-960¡ VoI. XLV, part L, pp. 803-806.
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report after his defeat at Nashville in mid-December.

Both Beauregard and the lrrar Department heard nothing about

the state of affairs in Middre Tennessee unt,it Generar

Taylor sent in a report forlowing his visit to the
remnants of the Army of Tennessee in January, Lg6S.67

The remaining months in the rife of the western

confederacy sahr a number of rapid changes in the various
departmentar commands in the region. However, these

changes did not serve any effective purpose. The area

between the Mississippi River and central Georgia was

simply wait,ing for the end which would come with the
Federal spring offensives. rn January Hood was relieved
of his command and Tayror was put in charge of the Army of
Tennessee. Davis left Beauregard in control of the
Military Division of the west, but in late January

Beauregard was arso put in command of the remnants of the
Army of Tennessee and ordered to move eastward to help
oppose shermants advance in the carolinas. By the end of
February, Beauregardts men r/ìrere spread out along the rail
lines from Georgia to North carorina.$ Tayror retained
his jurisdiction over the Department, of Arabama,

Mississippi and East Louisiana, which stirr maintained a

6TConneIIy, Autumn of Glory, pp. SL2-SLB; lrlilliams,P. G. T. Beauregard, pp. 248-249¡ Official Records, Vol.
XLïV, pp. 989,993, Vol. XLV, part 2t pp. 772,7BS.

68tbid. r pp. 784-785¡ Connel1y, Autumn of G1ory, p.
52L; Connelly and Jones, The politics of Command, pp. L66-
1,67 .
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strength of approxirnately 20ooo to 3oooo men. Taylor also
temporarily commanded the Department of Tennessee and

Georgia although there remained few troops within this
region apart from Beauregard's slow rnoving reinforcements
for the East.6e

The net effect of these arrangements was that
Beauregard and Taylor commanded the same territory at the
same time. The situation hras further confused on February

22, when Joseph Johnston vras once again called into
service and given the command of both the Department of
Tennessee and Georgia and the adjacent Department, of south

carolina, Georgia and Florida. Beauregard, no!ìr with the
burk of his troops within the latter department, came

under Johnston's authority while stilr remaining in
command of the Military Divisíon of the west.7o These

confused command structures only served to weaken the
meager fl-ow of reinforcements to Johnston in the
carorinas. !{hen he surrendered in April of 1865 Johnston

had onry an army of 3L2oo men, even though in the western

departments betvreen 40000 and 5oooo more men remained to
surrender a few weeks 1ater.71

The end in the west came quíckly in the spring. The

óerbid. , p. L67 .

TlConnelly and Jones,
88-89.

The Politics of Conmand, pp.
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only areas in the western confederacy which hrere stirl
largery untouched by union forces were the Montgomery-

serma region and the city of Mobire. The former was

defended by Forrest's cavalry, the latter by several
brigades from the Arrny of Tennessee under Generar Maury.z
rn the finar week of March both commands hrere put to the
test. Forrest's cavarry was crushed in front of selma by

an overwhelming union force on the 2nd of April. At
Mobile the garrison was forced to withdraw from the city
after a brief siege. on May 8 TayJ-or, upon hearing of
the surrender of both the Army of Northern virginia and

the Army of Tennessee, sought terms with the union
commander, General Edward Canby.73

Davis' attempt to try to provide the western

confederacy with a cohesive command structure in the fall
of L864 proved in the end to be a failure. Beauregard was

unabre to use his authority to try to concentrate the few

remaining southern resources against the advancing

Northerners. He instead arrowed Hood to dictate both the
planning and execution of strategy. Hood used this rack
of restraint to its utmost, and. in the end he wrecked the
Army of Tennessee. The confusing chain of command which

zTaylor, Destruction and Reconstruction, pp. 267-268¡ Official Records, VoI. XL, part I, pp. 1045-i048.
T3Jordan and pryor, The campaigns of Lieutenant

Generar N. 8. . Forrest, pp. 672-676¡ Taylor, D"=tru"tiottand Reconstruction, pp. 27O-27Lt 274-277
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resulted from Rebel attempts to oppose sherman's march to
the sea arso contributed to the rack of control over
southern operations in Tennessee. As a result, for much

of November and December Tayror exercised only a nominal

control over his department. Thus, apart from Forrestrs
cavalry, the Department of Arabama, Mississippi and East
Louisiana did not contribut,e any troops to Hood's

offensive.

vthire Hood, Beauregard and Taylor must alr take some

of the responsibility for the corlapse of the confederate
effort in the west in late L964, Davis must assume the
major portion of the blame. He erred badry when he

refused to learn from the probrems of the Department of
the !üest faced in l-863, and agaín issued orders creating
the Military Division of the l{est which r/üere vague and

restrictive of Beauregrardts authority. Finarly, hotvever,

it must be recognized that by the fall of Lg64 union
forces had become so strong that the confederates wourd

always find themserves at a severe disadvantage. At this
point in the Ì¡rar the carefur drawing of departmental
boundaries and the derineation of authority hras

j-ncreasingly irnpossible as one crisis followed another,
straining the Rebel command structure to its breaking
point and finally forcing it to col1apse.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSTON

The final collapse of the western confederacy in the
spring of 1865 sahr the departmental organization ending

much as it had begun, with a widespread dispersal of
troops in a cordon defense. Yet despite the final
southern defeat the departmental system had both helped

and hindered the Rebe1 war effort.
The departmental system successfully fulfirled

several of the objectives it had been designed to meet.

During the first year of the war rocaristic demands for a

military presence rÀrere admirably met by the various
departmental commands. Davis' poricy of dispersing troops
throughout the confederacy satisfied the pressures state
governments exerted for their rocal defense. Just as

important was the fact that the departmental system was a
faniliar structure that buirt upon an organizational
arrangement which both the newÌy created political and

miì-itary establishments knew had worked in the past.1

As the hrar developed the departrnentar structure al_so

lClement Eaton, Jefferson Davis (New york, L977), p.
244¡ Gohr, rrThe old Army and the confederâcy, l_B6l_-i865rr,p. L4L¡ Vandiver, Rebel Brass, pp. 34-35.
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insured that disaffected regions, such as East Tennessee

and v¡estern North carorina, !ùere satísfactoriry brought

under governmentar control. Additionalry, the system

provided the Trans-Mississippi with an organizational
structure for the continuation of the hrar effort into
L865.2

Logisticarly, the departmental system ín the vüest

proved to be a mixed success. Departmental
decentralÍzation was not a problem as long as demands upon

each departmentts resources did not exceed rocal
resources. rndeed, âs exports from the Trans-Mississippi
demonstrated, resources from a military hinterrand courd

readily be transferred from one department to another. rt
was when a department h/as either too small ¡ ot had too
many troops present to be able to sustain themserves from

rocal resources, that probrems could arise. During the
late falr of L86z the Army of Tennessee suffered from a

want of provisions even as the commissary depot at Atlanta
stockpired thousands of bushels of wheat and barrers of
flour and over 2 million pounds of bacon.3

But it is in the matter of miritary success that the
final judgement of the value of the departmental structure
must be made; how werl did the system adjust to changing

strategic conditions? Here the picture is the reast

2Connelly, Autumn of Glory, p. 183.
3tbid., p. L7.
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posÍtive, although the syst,em did have its successes. rn
the spring and early suÍrmer of Lg62 DavÍs acted to
concentrate authority over smalrer departments, creating
rarger and more effective commands. He successfulry
directed the transition from a cordon defense to a system

of concentrated armies. Department No. 2 expanded and

greT¡/ to successfurry oppose Harleckr s advance into
northern Mississippi and Alabama. Again in the spring of
1'864 the co-operation exhibited by polk in hís transfer of
the Army of Míssissippi to northern Georgia provides a

demonstration of a successful inter-departmental
operation.

Nevertheless, the departmentar system also had its
weaknesses and failures. The rigidity of the system, and

its tendency to discourage the transfer of forces from one

department to another, delayed reinforcements from being
sent to the Arrny of Tennessee for such a length of time as

to seriousry weaken the varue of the confederate
concentration just before the battle of chickamauga. The

earlier campaign ín Kentucky also exhibited the potential
for probl-erns that personar disagreement.s over strategy and

the l-ack of co-operation could engender. Bragg's
inability to directry contror the actions of Kirby snith
forced Bragg to face Buerl's army with onry a part of his
potential strength.

Thus it can be concruded that the primary problem of
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the departmental system Iay in the difficulty it
encountered deveroping a system of effective command

control and co-ordination. rn this respect Jefferson
Davis may be herd curpable for much of the faÍrure of the
system. Davis' refusal to deviate from a policy that
always left the final decision on inter-departmental co-
operation to the local departmentaL commanders a1l to
often al-rowed the parochialism ínherent in the structure
to mitígate the implementation of a viable strategy. The

strategy of the offensive-defensive, which depended on

Northern incursions being met by a concentrated
counteroffensive, hras more than once held back by a

lengthy bout of inter-departmental wrangling.a Irlhen co-
operation courd f inally be achieved it, hras oft,en only
after a crisis had grown into unmanageable proportions.

co-operation proved inpossibre to obtain except in
reaction to these crises. !ühen Bragg in LB62 and Hood in
L864 took up the offensive no aid was forthcoming from
outside of their departments. signifÍcant reinforcements
for the Arny of Tennessee were avairable only when Grantrs
1'862 invasion, Rosecranst invasion in 1g63, and sherman's

invasion in the following year penetrated deep into
Southern territory.

Yet the basic departmental system was potentially

avandiver, rJefferson
Strategy'r, pp. 2L-3O.
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viable. By the end of LB6z the mistakes of the past year

had been taken into account, and the creation of the
Department of the west hras an attenpt to profit from these
past errors. The Department of the west and, to a resser
degree, the Military Division of the west, h¡ere serious
efforts to try to find a compromise solution to the
problems of exercising command contror over the separate
departments. Had the system created in November of l'862

been carried further it might even have been the sorution
to the command problems which so bedeviled the western

confederates. By the creation of thís department Davis
had demonstrated his wilringness to adapt and change his
strategic organization. He accepted that he was unabre to
effectively direct vtestern strategic planning from
Richmond and that a method of linited centralization \iras

necessary.s Yet the Department of the lriest $/as not
successful; Johnston proved unabre to work within the
confines of a theatre command. significantry, a year

Ìater Beauregard arso faíred to manage a simirar structure
as created in the Mílitary Division of the west. rn both
cases the commanding generals expressed the berief that
they r¡rere operating under vague orders which reft them

svandiver, rtJef ferson Davis and unif ied Armycommandrr, p. 28¡ vandiver, rJefferson Davis and
Conf ederate Strategyrr , p. 31 .
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uncertain of the extent of their authority.6 The

government, in Richmond also added to the probrem by

contradicting its expressed desire to give the Ì{est a

theatre command by repeatedly interfering in htestern

command decisions. The shifting of stevenson's Division
from Tennessee to Mississippi Ín December Lg62 and the
confricting orders issued to pemberton in May l_g63 are two

of the more obvious examples.

The question must therefore be raised as to why the
concept of a theatre comrnand as envisaged ín the
Department of the west and the Military Division of the
west proved a failure. The ansh¡er must lie not only in
the problems of confricting personalities but also in the
prevailing rnilitary theory of the period. Apart from the
Prussians, all other European examples of rnititary
structures emphasized that fierd command was the focus of
a commander. The French experience, upon whích American

thinking most heaviry relied, drew strongly from the
Napoleonic tradition with its emphasis on personarized
command. Johnston and Beauregard v¡ere not the onry
generals to question the viability of a theatre-type
command structure. rn the earry sunmer of Lg62 Robert E.

Lee was asked to take command of the Army of Northern
virginia while continuing to act as chief-of-staff to

6vandiver,
Commandrr, pp.
24I-242.

rrJef ferson Da
3L-32; VüílIiams,

vis and Unified Army
P. G. T. Beauregard, pp.
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1

Davis. He ftatly declared such a system to be unworkable

and forced the president to choose between the two

assignments. 7

Davis' problems with the western mutti-departmental
commands are therefore more understandabre when it is
realized that he was in effect making up nehr rules as he

went along. Yet in spite of this Davis must be held to
blame for also not effectively utilizing his more

traditional poÌárers of command. Had he been more wirling
to actj-vely provide strategic direction by ordering inter-
departmental actions earrier, confederate hopes in the
vfest wourd have been immeasurabry improved. The

concentration at corínth in L962, even though it hras

initiated within Department, No. 2, only became effective
when Davis ordered reinforcements up from the Department

of Arabama and west Florida and Department No. l-. Davis
never again, however, acted in so direct a fashíon.
Despite the failure of inter-departmental co-operation in
Kentucky and the corlapse of the murti-departmental
Department. of the vüest, ês late as the fourth year of the
vrar Davis courd not find it in himserf to provide proper
direction to affairs in the vtest. Arthough he moved,

arbeit hartingly, to shift reinforcements to polk in earry

TEdward Hagerman, The American civir war and theOrigins of Modern lVarfare r pp.3, 26' 34¡ Gow, tThe old Army and the confederacy, 1g6r_-l-865rr, p. L44.
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L864, and then hras partly responsible for polkrs

subsequent reinforcement of the Army of Tennessee in
northern Georgia, Davis ltras unwirring to ímpose crose co-

ordination on arl the Reber forces in the west during the
Atlanta carnpaign. The organizational fairure of the
Military Department of the west also evidenced Davist

faílure to learn from the earrier probrems which had

plagued the Department of the West,. As it hras, for most

of the four long years of war the departrnental structure
in the western confederacy existed as a body without a head.
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